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ABSTRACT
AN EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED TO EVALUATE THE
BEHAVIOR OF INFLECTION POINTS AS BRACE POINTS IN MULTISPAN PURLIN ROOF SYSTEMS SEVEN
TESTS WERE CONDUCTED USING AND PURLINS ATTACHED TO STANDING SEAM AND THROUGH
FASTENED PANELS THE TEST PURLINS WERE SUBJECTED TO UNIFORM GRAVITY LOADING BY MEANS OF
VACUUM CHAMBER THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WERE COMPARED WITH ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS
BASED ON THE 1996 AISI SPECIFICATIONS WITH AND WITHOUT THE INFLECTION POINT CONSIDERED
BRACE POINT FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF THROUGH FASTENED AND PURLIN TESTS WERE
CONDUCTED AND COMPARED TO EXPERIMENTAL THROUGH RESULTS CONCLUSIONS WERE
DRAWN ON THE ROLE OF THE INFLECTION POINT AND ON THE DESIGN OF MULTISPAN PURLIN ROOF
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11 INTRODUCTION
THE MAJORITY OF PURLIN SUPPORTED ROOF SYSTEMS EMPLOY THE USE OF MULTISPAN
CONTINUOUS PURLINS THE PURLINS MAY BE CONTINUOUS FOR ONLY TWO SPANS OR THE PURLINS MAY
BE CONTINUOUS ACROSS EACH SPAN OF THE BUILDING PURLINS ARE ROLLED IN MANY
CONFIGURATIONS BUT THE MOST WIDELY USED CROSS SECTIONS ARE STIFFENED AND STIFFENED
SHAPES THESE CROSS SECTIONS ARE SHOWN IN FIGURE 11 CONTINUITY ACROSS THE SPANS IS
ACHIEVED BY LAPPING THE PURLINS FOR DISTANCE OVER EACH SUPPORT TYPICAL LAP
CONFIGURATIONS FOR AND CPURLINS ARE SHOWN IN FIGURE 12 THE LAP CONNECTION IS
USUALLY MADE WITH TWO IN DIAMETER MACHINE BOLTS THROUGH THE WEBS OF THE PURLINS IN
TO IN FROM THE END OF THE NONCONTINUING PURLIN AS SHOWNIN FIGURE 12 STANDARD HOLES
ARE USED FOR LAPPED CSECTIONS VERTICALLY SLOTTED HOLES ARE REQUIRED FOR ZPURLINS TO
ACCOMMODATETHE OFFSET BETWEEN PURLINS BECAUSE OF THE EXTRA FLANGE THICKNESS TYPICALLY
WASHERS ARE NOT USED WITH THE MACHINE BOLTS
WHEN CONSIDERING SIMPLE SPANS SUBJECTED TO UNIFORM GRAVITY LOADS THE ENTIRE
PURLIN TOP FLANGE IS IN COMPRESSION AND THE ENTIRE BOTTOM FLANGE IS IN TENSION THIS
CONDITION IS CALLED POSITIVE BENDING OR POSITIVE MOMENT THE TOP FLANGE IS FULLY BRACED
WHEN THROUGH FASTENED PANEL IS USED AND PARTIALLY BRACED WITH STANDING SEAM SYSTEMS
WHEN MULTIPLE CONTINUOUS SPANS ARE SUBJECTED TO UNIFORM GRAVITY LOADS THE CONDITIONS
CHANGE REGIONS NEAR EACH INTERNAL SUPPORT EXPERIENCE NEGATIVE MOMENT THIS MEANS
ZPURLIN CPURLIN
CROSSSECTION CROSSSECTION




FIGURE 12 TYPICAL LAP CONFIGURATIONS
THAT THE UNSUPPORTED PURLIN BOTTOM FLANGE IS IN COMPRESSION BETWEEN THE SUPPORT AND
THE
INFLECTION POINT WHILE THE TOP FLANGE THAT IS ATTACHED TO THE DECKING IS IN TENSION THE
INFLECTION POINT ON CONTINUOUS BEAM IS THE POINT WHERE THE MOMENT IS ZERO MOMENT
ACTUALLY SWITCHES FROM NEGATIVE TO POSITIVE AT THIS POINT THE BEAM CROSSSECTION IS
SUBJECTED TO NEGATIVE MOMENT BETWEEN THE INTERNAL SUPPORT AND THE INFLECTION POINT THE
CROSSSECTION IS SUBJECTED TO POSITIVE MOMENT BETWEEN AN INFLECTION POINT AND AN EXTERIOR
SUPPORT OR BETWEEN INFLECTION POINTS IN AN INTERNAL SPAN TYPICAL MOMENT DIAGRAM IS
SHOWNINFIGURE 13
BEAM BRACE POINT IS LOCATION ON THE BEAM WHERE THE BEAMS TENDENCY TO TWIST
AND DISPLACE LATERALLY IS RESTRAINED INFLECTION POINTS HAVE BEEN ASSUMED TO ACT AS BRACE
POINTS IN CONTINUOUS BEAMS SALMON AND JOHNSON 1996 AND IN CONTINUOUS PURLIN ROOF
SYSTEM DESIGN FOR SOME TIME MURRAY AND ELHOUAR 1994 PURLIN SUPPORTED ROOF SYSTEMS
ARE CONSTRUCTED OF POINTSYMMETRIC AND SINGLYSYMMETRIC SECTIONS WITH THEIR TOP FLANGES
PARTIALLY OR FULLY BRACED BY SHEETING DIAPHRAGM PURLIN ROOF SYSTEMS ARE COMPOSED OF
BEAMS THAT ARE CONSIDERED CONTINUOUS ACROSS MULTIPLE SPANS AND SUBJECTED TO UNIFORM
LOADS ON ALL SPANS THIS LEADS TO INFLECTION POINTS THAT ARE MUCH CLOSER TO THE SUPPORTS THAN
AT MIDSPAN INFLECTION POINTS ACTING AS BRACE POINTS HAVE BEEN THE SUBJECT OF MUCH
DISCUSSION BUT LITTLE RESEARCH HAS BEEN CONDUCTED
AN EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED TO EVALUATE THE
BEHAVIOR OF INFLECTION POINTS AS BRACE POINTS IN MULTISPAN PURLIN ROOF SYSTEMS SEVEN
TESTS WERE CONDUCTED USING AND ZPURLINS ATTACHED TO STANDING SEAM AND THROUGH
FASTENED PANEL THE TEST PURLINS WERE SUBJECTED TO UNIFORM GRAVITY LOADING BY MEANS OF
VACUUM CHAMBER THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ARE HEREIN COMPARED WITH ANALYTICAL
PREDICTIONS BASED ON THE 996 AISI SPECIFICATION FOR THE DESIGN OF COLDFORMED STEEL
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS SPECIFICATIONS 1996 HEREAFTER REFERRED TO AS THE 1996 AISI
SPECIFICATIONS WITH AND WITHOUT THE INFLECTION POINT CONSIDERED BRACE POINT IN
ADDITION THE EFFECT OF SLOTTED HOLES IN ZPURLIN WEBS ON THE LOCATION OF THE INFLECTION POINT
IS EVALUATED
LAO





FIGURE 13 TYPICAL MOMENT DIAGRAM
12 LITERATURE REVIEW
MUCH RESEARCH HAS BEEN PERFORMED ON METAL ROOFS SUPPORTED BY COLDFORMED
PURLINS THE MAJORITY OF RECENT RESEARCH WAS CONCERNED WITH DETERMINING THE STRENGTH OF
STANDING SEAM ROOF SYSTEMS LITTLE OR NO RESEARCH HAS BEEN CONDUCTED ON COLDFORMED
PURLIN INFLECTION POINTS AND THEIR STATUS AS BRACE POINTS CONSIDERABLE RESEARCH HAS BEEN
CONDUCTED ON DOUBLY SYMMETRIC SHAPES SOME OF THIS RESEARCH ADDRESSES INFLECTION POINTS
AND BRACE POINTS THIS LITERATURE REVIEW FIRST COVERS RESEARCH FINDINGS ON HOTROLLED
DOUBLY SYMMETRIC SECTIONS FOLLOWED BY RESEARCH ON COLDFORMED AND ZPURLINS
20FT
FIGURE 14 YURA INFLECTION POINT INVESTIGATION
121 DOUBLY SYMMETRIC SECTIONS
BEAM AND STABILITY BRACING HAS BEEN STUDIED BY MANY OVER THE YEARS MUCHOF THE
MOST RECENT RESEARCH HAS BEEN CONDUCTED BY PROFESSOR JOSEPH YURA AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
TEXAS AT AUSTIN YURA PRESENTS FINITE ELEMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR VARIOUS BEAM
BRACING CONDITIONS USING HOT ROLLED WSECTIONS W16X26 WITH SPAN LENGTHS OF 20 FT
YURA 1991 1993 YURA CONCLUDES THAT RESTRAINING TWIST IS THE MOST CRITICAL COMPONENT
OF BEAM BRACING YURA ALSO CONSIDERS THE CASE OF BEAM BENT IN DOUBLE CURVATURE BY
SUBJECTING 20 FT SIMPLE SPAN TO EQUAL BUT OPPOSITE END MOMENTS AS SHOWNIN FIGURE 14
THIS CAUSES AN INFLECTION POINT AT MIDSPAN AND BOTH FLANGES HAVE PORTIONS THAT ARE IN
TENSION AND IN COMPRESSION YURA CONCLUDED THAT BOTH TOP AND BOTTOM FLANGES MUST BE
BRACED TWIST RESTRAINED TO GAIN MORE CAPACITY OVER THE UNBRACED CASE IF BOTH FLANGES
ARE BRACED AT THE MIDPOINT BUCKLING MOMENT INCREASES NONLINEARLY AS THE BRACE STIFFNESS
INCREASES UP TO THE LIMIT YURA USED MOMENT GRADIENT FACTOR OF 175 TO PREDICT THE
CRITICAL MOMENTS FOR THE W16X26 BEAM SUBJECTED TO DOUBLE CURVATURE THE ACTUAL
MAXIMUM MOMENT WAS 25 HIGHER THAN PREDICTED BUT BRACE STIFFNESS MUST BE INCREASED
BY FACTOR OF 43 TO ACHIEVE THE 25 CAPACITY INCREASE THE REASON FOR THE ADDITIONAL
STRENGTH IS BECAUSE TENSION AND COMPRESSION EXIST IN THE SAME FLANGE AND THIS PROVIDES
MOREWARPING RESISTANCE AT MIDSPAN YURA POINTS OUT THAT WARPING RESTRAINT ISNT USUALLY
CONSIDERED BY DESIGN EQUATIONS AND THIS INCREASED CAPACITY SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED
YURA COMPARES THE DOUBLE CURVATURE CASE TO SINGLE POINT LOAD APPLIED AT MIDSPAN OF AN
IDENTICAL BEAM THE DOUBLE CURVATURE BEAM REQUIRED BRACE TWICE AS STIFF AS THE POINT
LOAD CASE IN ORDER TO REACH THE SAME CRITICAL MOMENT BASED ON THESE OBSERVATIONS YURA
CONCLUDES THAT INFLECTION POINTS ARE NOT BRACE POINTS AND NOTES THAT BRACING REQUIREMENTS
AT INFLECTION POINTS ARE GREATER THAN THE BRACING REQUIREMENTS FOR POINT LOADED BEAMS
YURA BASES THESE CONCLUSIONS ON RESULTS FROM DOUBLY SYMMETRIC SECTIONS AND ONLY
CONSIDERS SIMPLE SPANS WITH MIDSPAN POINT LOADS OR END MOMENTS
THE GUIDE TO STABILITY DESIGN CRITERIA FOR METAL STRUCTURES GALAMBOS 1998
ADDRESSES MANY TOPICS RELATED TO BEAM BUCKLING AND BEAM BRACING GALAMBOS STATES THAT
IF BEAM CROSSSECTION IS SUBJECTED TO NONUNIFORM MOMENTTHEN THE MODIFIER KNOWN
AS GB CAN ACCOUNT FOR THE EFFECT OF MOMENT GRADIENT IN DESIGN EQUATIONS GALAMBOS ALSO
STATES THAT IT MAY BE NECESSARY TO PROVIDE BRACING TO THE COMPRESSION BOTTOM FLANGE IN
NEGATIVE MOMENT REGIONS TO PREVENT LATERALTORSIONAL BUCKLING
JOHNSON 1994 HAS PUBLISHED MULTIPLE PAPERS ON COMPOSITE STRUCTURES OF STEEL AND
CONCRETE INFORMATION IS PROVIDED ON CONTINUOUS BEAMS AND COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION THE
WORK PRESENTED IS MAINLY FOR HOTROLLED SECTIONS SHEAR CONNECTED TO CONCRETE SLAB
JOHNSON STATES THAT NEAR INTERNAL SUPPORTS OF CONTINUOUS BEAMS THE BOTTOM FLANGE IS
COMPRESSED AND THE ONLY LATERAL SUPPORT FOR THE BOTTOM FLANGE IS PROVIDED BY THE FLEXIBLE
WEB THE CONCRETE SLAB PREVENTS TWISTING OF THE SECTION AS WHOLE THE BOTTOM FLANGE
CAN ONLY BUCKLE IF THE WEB BENDS THIS IS REFERRED TO AS DISTORTIONAL LATERAL BUCKLING THIS
TYPE OF BUCKLE CONSISTS OF ONE HALFWAVE ON EACH SIDE OF AN INTERNAL SUPPORT THIS HALF
WAVE USUALLY EXTENDS OVER MOST OF THE LENGTH OF THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION JOHNSON
STATES THAT THIS HALFWAVE IS NOT SINUSOIDAL AND THE POINT OF MAXIMUM LATERAL DISPLACEMENT
IS WITHIN TWO OR THREE BEAM DEPTHS OF THE INTERNAL SUPPORT JOHNSON PRESENTS EQUATIONS
BASED ON UFRAME MODEL THAT CAN BE USED TO PREDICT CRITICAL MOMENTS FOR END SPAN OF
CONTINUOUS BEANI THESE EQUATIONS APPLY TO HOMOGENEOUS DOUBLY SYMMETRIC BEAM THE
CRITICAL MOMENT EQUATIONS ARE ALSO DEPENDENT ON THE TORSIONAL RESISTANCE PROVIDED BY THE
CONCRETE SLAB
SALMON AND JOHNSON 1996 PRESENT DISCUSSION ON LATERAL BUCKLING AND
CONTINUOUS BEAMS SALMON AND JOHNSON STATE THAT CONTINUOUS BEAMS HAVE LATERAL END
RESTRAINT MOMENTSTHAT DEVELOP AS RESULT OF CONTINUITY OVER SEVERAL SPANS SOME LATERAL
RESTRAINT MOMENT MAY RESULT WHEN ADJACENT SPANS ARE SHORTER BRACED AT CLOSER INTERVALS
OR LESS SEVERELY LOADED THAN THE SPAN CONSIDERED THIS LATERAL RESTRAINT MAY DEVELOP BUT
SHOULD NOT BE RELIED ON IN DESIGN BECAUSE OPPOSITE UNBRACED SPANS MIGHT BUCKLE IN
OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS ELIMINATING ANY RESTRAINT PRESENT
THE INFLECTION POINT HAS OFTEN BEEN TREATED AS BRACED POINT WHEN DESIGN
EQUATIONS DID NOT PROVIDE FOR THE EFFECT OF MOMENT GRADIENT SALMON AND JOHNSON 1996
CURRENT ASD AND LRFD EQUATIONS INCLUDE THE MOMENT GRADIENT EXCEPT FOR THOSE
EQUATIONS USED TO DETERMINE COMPACT SECTION EQUATIONS FOR AND LI SALMON AND
JOHNSON STATE THAT ONE MAY WISH TO CONSIDER THE INFLECTION POINT AS POSSIBLE BRACED
POINT WHEN DETERMINING OR THE PRESENT OPINION OF SALMON AND JOHNSON 1996 IS
THAT WHENEVER MOMENT GRADIENT IS INCLUDED IN DESIGN EQUATION THE INFLECTION POINT
SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED BRACE POINT HOWEVER WHEN MOMENT GRADIENT IS NOT INCLUDED
IN MOST CASES THE INFLECTION POINT MAY BE CONSIDERED AS BRACED POINT THIS IS POSSIBLE
BECAUSE OF THE TORSIONAL RESTRAINT PROVIDED BY THE FLOOR OR ROOF SYSTEM ATTACHMENTS AND THE
CONTINUITY AT THE SUPPORT POINT OF MAXIMUM NEGATIVE MOMENT THE IMPORTANT FACTOR IN
THIS ASSUMPTION IS THE AMOUNT OF TORSIONAL RESTRAINT PROVIDED BY THE FLOOR SYSTEM AT THE
INFLECTION POINT
122 SINGLY AND POINT SYMMETRIC SECTIONS
THE GUIDE TO STABILITY DESIGN CRITERIA FOR METAL STRUCTURES GALAMBOS 1998
INCLUDES CHAPTER DISCUSSING THINWALLED METAL CONSTRUCTION THE CHAPTER DOES NOT
PRESENT PRINCIPLES EXCLUSIVE TO CONTINUOUS BEAM DESIGN BUT SEVERAL OF THE IMPORTANT
POINTS WILL BE SUMMARIZED FIRST THE INCREASED USE OF COLDFORMED STEEL MEMBERS IS
REFLECTED BY THE EXISTENCE OF DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS IN AUSTRALIA CHINA EUROPE JAPAN AND
NORTH AMERICA MOMENT CAPACITY OF THINWALLED FLEXURAL MEMBERS IS GOVERNED BY ONE OR
MORE OFTHE FOLLOWING YIELDING OF MATERIAL LOCAL BUCKLING OF COMPRESSION FLANGE OR WEB
AND LATERAL BUCKLING IT IS STATED THAT LATERAL BUCKLING EQUATIONS DERIVED FOR IBEAMS CAN
BE USED FOR CHANNELS AND OTHER SINGLY SYMMETRIC SHAPES WITH REASONABLE ACCURACY
HOWEVER ZSECTION WITH SIMILAR RATIOS WILL BUCKLE LATERALLY AT LOWER STRESSES TO
ACCOUNT FOR THIS THE AISI SPECIFICATIONS HAVE ADDED CONSERVATIVE FACTOR OF 05 TO THE
CRITICAL MOMENT EQUATIONS FOR ZSECTIONS
SALMON AND JOHNSON 1996 PRESENT SECTION DISCUSSING LATERAL BUCKLING OF
CHANNELS ZEES MONOSYMMETRIC ISHAPED SECTIONS AND TEES IT IS STATED THAT THE EQUATIONS
FOR LATERALTORSIONAL BUCKLING OF SYMMETRIC ISHAPED MAY BE APPLIED TO CHANNELS FOR
DESIGN PURPOSES BOTH THE ASD AND LRFD VERSIONS OF THE AISC SPECIFICATIONS HAVE
ADOPTED THIS APPROACH IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT AN UNCONSERVATIVE ERROR OF ABOUT PERCENT
MAY EXIST IN EXTREME CASES WHEN USING THIS APPROACH SALMON AND JOHNSON 1996 STATE
THAT ZSECTIONS ARE SUBJECT TO UNSYMMETRICAL BENDING BECAUSE THE PRINCIPAL AXIS DOES NOT
LIE IN THE PLANE OF LOADING THIS LEADS TO BIAXIAL BENDING THE EFFECT OF BIAXIAL BENDING
ON ZSECTIONS WAS FOUND TO REDUCE THE CRITICAL BUCKLING MOMENT BY TO 10 PERCENT
UNBRACED ZSECTIONS ARE RARE AND AISC DOES NOT ADDRESS THEM SALMON AND JOHNSON
RECOMMENDAPPLYING FACTOR OF 05 TO THE CRITICAL MOMENT EQUATIONS FOR ISECTIONS
MURRAY AND ELHOUAR 1994 CONDUCTED STUDY THAT EXAMINED THE APPROACH TO
DESIGNING CONTINUOUS AND CPURLINS FOR GRAVITY LOADING BASED ON THE 1986 AISI COLD
FORMED STEEL SPECIFICATIONS THE PAPER BEGINS BY EXAMINING THE ASSUMPTIONS COMMONLY
USED WHEN DESIGNING THROUGH FASTENED PURLIN ROOF SYSTEMS FIRST CONSTRAINED BENDING IS
ASSUMED THIS MEANS THAT THE PURLIN TOP FLANGE IS NOT FREE TO ROTATE BECAUSE IT IS DIRECTLY
FASTENED TO SHEETING PURLINS ARE LAPPED FOR CERTAIN DISTANCE OVER THE SUPPORTS AND THE
LAPPED PORTION IS ASSUMED TO BE FULLY CONTINUOUS ACROSS THE ENTIRE LAP THE LAPPED REGION
IS ASSUMED TO HAVE SECTION PROPERTIES AND STRENGTHS EQUAL TO THE SUM OF THE SECTION
PROPERTIES AND STRENGTHS OF THE PURLINS THAT MAKE UP THAT LAP THE REGION BETWEEN
THE
SUPPORT AND THE END OF THE LAP IS ASSUMED FULLY BRACED THE INFLECTION POINT IS
CONSIDERED
BRACED POINT THIS IS ACCOUNTED FOR IN DESIGN BY CONSIDERING THE UNBRACED LENGTH FOR THE
NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION AS THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE INFLECTION POINT AND THE END OF THE
LAP MOMENT GRADIENT COEFFICIENT CB IS ALSO INCORPORATED INTO THE MOMENT CAPACITY
EQUATIONS USUALLY CB IS TAKEN AS 175
MURRAY AND ELHOUAR COLLECTED DATA ON MULTISPAN CONTINUOUS THROUGH FASTENED
PURLIN TESTS SUBJECTED TO GRAVITY LOADING THESE TESTS WERE CONDUCTED AT VARIOUS TESTING
FACILITIES EACH TEST WAS ANALYZED USING THE 1986 AISI SPECIFICATIONS AND THE
ASSUMPTIONS PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED TO DETERMINE PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD WITHOUT APPLYING
THE ASD FACTORS OF SAFETY THESE VALUES WERE THEN COMPARED TO THE ACTUAL EXPERIMENTAL
FAILURE LOADS IT WAS CONCLUDED THAT THE ASSUMPTIONS AS WELL AS THE 1986 AISI
SPECIFICATIONS WERE ADEQUATE FOR DESIGN HOWEVER IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT SEVERAL OF THE
TESTS STUDIED HAD EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOADS THAT WERE LOWER THAN THE PREDICTED VALUES
UNCONSERVATIVE PREDICTED FAILURE LOADS
WILLIS AND WALLACE 1991 PRESENTED PAPER ON THE BEHAVIOR OF COLDFORMED STEEL
PURLINS UNDER GRAVITY LOADING IN 1991 THEIR STUDY DEALT WITH TWO ASPECTS OF AND
PURLIN CONSTRUCTION THE FIRST ASPECT WAS THE EFFECT OF FASTENER LOCATION ON PURLIN CAPACITY
THE SECOND ASPECT DEALT WITH THE WIDTH OF COMPRESSION FLANGE LIP STIFFENERS THIS STUDY
REPORTED ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON SEVERAL SINGLE AND THREE SPAN TESTS WILLIS
AND WALLACE USED TWO PURLIN LINES SPACED FT ON CENTER FOR EACH TEST THE PURLINS USED
10
WERE ORIENTED WITH THEIR TOP FLANGES OPPOSED THE PANEL USED IN ALL TESTS WAS STANDARD
THROUGH FASTENED PANEL THAT WAS ATTACHED TO THE PURLIN TOP FLANGE WITH SELFTAPPING SCREWS
WITH RUBBER WASHERS THE ONLY BRACING APPLIED TO THE BOTTOM FLANGE WAS AT THE SUPPORTS
WHERE THE CROSSSECTION WAS ATTACHED TO ANTIROLL CLIPS THE PARAMETER THAT WAS
INTENTIONALLY VARIED WAS FASTENER LOCATION ON THE PURLIN TOP FLANGE
THE WILLIS AND WALLACE STUDY PRESENTS PREDICTED ULTIMATE LOADS THAT WERE OBTAINED
BY APPLYING THE PROVISIONS OF THE 1986 AISI SPECIFICATIONS TO OBTAIN AN ASD ALLOWABLE
LOAD AND MULTIPLYING THAT VALUE BY 167 TO REMOVE THE ASD FACTOR OF SAFETY THE VERTICAL
DEFLECTION OF EACH TEST IS REPORTED FOR LOAD THAT CORRESPONDS TO THE ASD ALLOWABLE LOAD
THE OTHER PARAMETER THAT IS REPORTED IS LATERAL MOVEMENT OR SPREAD OF THE PURLIN BOTTOM
FLANGE AT THE ASD ALLOWABLE LOAD SPREAD AND VERTICAL DEFLECTION WERE BOTH MEASURED AT
THE POINT OF MAXIMUM VERTICAL DEFLECTION FOR THE CORRESPONDING TEST FINALLY THE PREDICTED
FAILURE LOAD IS COMPARED WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD THE STUDY CONCLUDED THAT
PURLINS WERE NOT NOTICEABLY AFFECTED BY FASTENER LOCATION BUT CPURLIN CAPACITY COULD BE
EFFECTED BY AS MUCH AS 10 BY FASTENER LOCATION THE OPTIMUM FASTENER LOCATIONS FOR
PURLINS IS NEAR THE STIFFENER LIP IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT IN THIS STUDY THE CAPACITIES
PREDICTED BY THE 1986 AISI SPECIFICATION WERE NEAR THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOADS
EPSTEIN MURTHASMITH AND MITCHELL 1998 PRESENTED STUDY ON THE DESIGN AND
ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS FOR CONTINUOUS COLDFORMED PURLINS THIS REPORT QUESTIONS THE
VALIDITY OF CONSIDERING THE ENTIRE LAPPED REGION AS LATERALLY BRACED THIS STUDY ALSO
QUESTIONS THE USE OF THE INFLECTION POINT AS BRACED POINT FOR DETERMINING THE UNBRACED
LENGTH FOR THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION THIS STUDY STRESSES THAT APPROPRIATE EXPERIMENTAL
11
TESTING IS NEEDED TO VERIFY OR DENY THE ASSUMPTIONS USED IN CONTINUOUS PURLIN DESIGN AND
THAT THE SUGGESTIONS PRESENTED BY THE AUTHORS SHOULD BE VERIFIED EXPERIMENTALLY THE ONLY
EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH REFERENCED BY EPSTEIN MURTHASMITH AND MITCHELL WAS STUDY
CONDUCTED BY MURRAY AND ELHOUAR 1994 EPSTEIN MURTHASMITH AND MITCHELL SUGGEST
THAT THE MURRAY AND ELHOUAR STUDY DID NOT SUPPORT OR VERIFY THE 1986 AISI SPECIFICATIONS
13 SCOPE OF RESEARCH
ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF MULTISPAN PURLIN ROOF SYSTEM DESIGN IS THE
UNBRACED LENGTH OF THE COMPRESSION FLANGE IN THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION COMMON
PRACTICE IS TO CONSIDER THE INFLECTION POINTS AS BRACE POINT WITH THE UNBRACED LENGTH
BEING THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE END OF THE LAP AND THE INFLECTION POINT MOMENT
GRADIENT COEFFICIENT CB IS USED IN THIS PROCEDURE AND INCORPORATED INTO THE LATERAL
BUCKLING EQUATIONS THE AISI GUIDE FOR DESIGNING WITH STANDING SEAM ROOF PANELS
FISHER AND LA BOUBE 1997 HEREAFTER REFERRED TO AS THE AISI GUIDE RECOMMENDSTHAT
THE UNBRACED LENGTH BE TAKEN AS THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE END OF THE LAP AND THE INFLECTION
POINT BUT THE INFLECTION POINT IS NOT CONSIDERED BRACED AND GB IS TAKEN AS 10
THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH IS TO EVALUATE THE ACCURACY OF ASSUMING THE
INFLECTION POINT AS BRACE POINT WHEN USING CURRENT AISI SPECIFICATION PROCEDURES TO
PREDICT THE FAILURE LOAD OF MULTIPLE SPAN MULTIPLE PURLIN LINE AND CPURLIN SUPPORTED
THROUGH FASTENED AND STANDING SEAM ROOF SYSTEMS EXPERIMENTAL TESTING WAS CONDUCTED
INVOLVING MULTIPLE SPAN AND CPURLINS ATTACHED TO STANDING SEAM AND THROUGH FASTENED
12
PANEL LIMITED FINITE ELEMENT MODELING WAS PERFORMED AND COMPARED TO THE EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
14 OVERVIEW
CHAPTER II DESCRIBES IN DETAIL THE PARAMETERS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL TESTING PROGRAM
PURLIN TYPES AND CONFIGURATIONS AS WELL AS THE TYPES OF PANEL AND FASTENERS ARE DISCUSSED
TESTING LOCATIONS AND MEASURED PARAMETERS ARE ALSO DISCUSSED
CHAPTER III PRESENTS ALL OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IMPORTANT OBSERVATIONS ARE
DISCUSSED
CHAPTER LV COVERS THE FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS SIMPLE MODEL FOR BOTH AND
PURLINS IS DISCUSSED RESULTS FOR PARTICULAR LOADING AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE
EXAMINED AND COMPARED TO APPLICABLE EXPERIMENTAL TESTING AS WILL BE STRESSES AT CRITICAL
SECTIONS
CHAPTER COMPARES EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THE FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
DISCUSSED IN CHAPTER IV NEXT EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WERE EVALUATED USING THREE DIFFERENT
METHODS THE FIRST APPROACH IS TO ASSUME THE INFLECTION POINT IS NOT BRACE POINT AND
PREDICT FAILURE LOAD BASED ON THOSE ASSUMPTIONS FROM THE 1996 AISI SPECIFICATIONS THE
SECOND APPROACH ASSUMES THE INFLECTION POINT AS BRACE POINT AND PREDICTS FAILURE LOADS
BASED ON THIS ASSUMPTION THE THIRD APPROACH ASSUMES FULLY BRACED CROSSSECTION
CHAPTER VI PRESENTS CONCLUSIONS BASED ON ALL THE INFORMATION CONSIDERED IN THIS
RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS ARE MADE CONCERNING DESIGN PROCEDURES AND POSSIBLE FURTHER




21 EXPERIMENTAL TEST PROGRAM
SERIES OF SEVEN TESTS WERE CONDUCTED THE FIRST FOUR TESTS WERE THREE SPAN TESTS
WHEREAS THE LAST THREE WERE TWO SPAN TESTS THE PURPOSE WAS TO DETERMINE IF AN INFLECTION
POINT IS BRACE POINT TEST COMPONENTS PROCEDURES AND RESULTS ARE PRESENTED IN THE
FOLLOWING SECTIONS
THE TEST DESIGNATIONS FOR THESE EXPERIMENTS ARE IDENTIFIED AS TEST XYY
WHERE NOTES THE CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF THE TEST AND COULD BE FOR ZPURLIN OR
FOR CPURLIN THE YY IS USED TO DENOTE THE TYPE OF DECKING USED TF FOR THROUGH
FASTENED PANEL OR SS FOR STANDING SEAM PANEL TESTS TO WERE CONDUCTED AT VIRGINIA
TECH AND TESTS AND WERE CONDUCTED AT CECO BUILDING SYSTEMS COLUMBUS
MISSISSIPPI
22 COMPONENTS OF THE TEST ASSEMBLIES
MANUFACTURERS BELONGING TO THE METAL BUILDING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
MBMASUPPLIED COMPONENTS USED IN THE TESTING PROGRAM ALL STANDING SEAM TESTS USED
THE SAME PAN TYPE PANEL AND CLIPS BOTH THREE SPAN THROUGH FASTENED TESTS USED THE SAME
THROUGH FASTENED PANEL WHEREAS THE TWO SPAN TEST USED DIFFERENT THROUGHFASTENED PANEL
TABLE 21 SHOWSTHE DIFFERENT TEST CONFIGURATIONS USED
14
PURLINS BOTH AND CPURLINS WERE USED IN THE TESTS ACTUAL PROPERTIES SUCH AS
DEPTH THICKNESS FLANGE AND STIFFENER LENGTH VARIED WITH EACH TEST MEASURED PURLIN
DIMENSIONS CAN BE FOUND IN APPENDIX THROUGH APPENDIX TENSILE COUPON TESTS WERE
CONDUCTED FROM MATERIAL TAKEN FROM THE WEB OF REPRESENTATIVE PURLINS FOR EACH TEST
TABLE 21 TEST MATRIX
TEST PURLIN DEPTH PANEL SPANS
DESIGNATION TYPE IN TYPE FT
TESTLZTF THROUGH 225
FASTENED 23
TEST ZSS 10 STANDING 25
SEAM 123






TEST 85 STANDING 30
ZSS SEAM
IPTEST2 85 STANDING 230
ZSS SEAM
IPTEST3 85 THROUGH 230
ZTF FASTENED
NOTE ALL PURLINS WERE ORIENTED OPPOSED
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PANELS THE PANELS USED IN THE TESTS WERE OF THREE BASIC CONFIGURATIONS THE FIRST
IS STANDARD THROUGH FASTENED PANEL SHOWN IN FIGURE 21 THE SECOND CONFIGURATION IS
STANDING SEAM PAN TYPE PANEL WITH SLIDING CLIPS SHOWN IN FIGURE 22 FINALLY THE THIRD
CONFIGURATION USES THE STANDING SEAM PANEL AS THROUGHFASTENED PANEL WITH SCREWS






FIGURE 21 THROUGH FASTENED PANEL
SLIDING CLIP
STANDING SEAM PANEL
FIGURE 22 STANDING SEAM PANEL AND SLIDING CLIP
STANDING SEANI PANEL CLIPS THE STANDING SEAM CLIPS USED IN TESTING WERE CALLED
HIGH CLIPS THESE CLIPS REQUIRED STYROFOAM BLOCK BE USED BETWEEN THE PAN TYPE PANEL
AND THE PURLIN TOP FLANGE THE CLIPS WERE ATTACHED TO THE PURLIN TOP FLANGE USING STANDARD
SELFTAPPING SCREWS SUPPLIED BY THE METAL BUILDING MANUFACTURER
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BRACING THE RAFTERS WERE THE ONLY LOCATION WHERE BRACING WAS PROVIDED FOR THE
TESTS USING ZPURLINS ANTIROLL CLIPS WERE PLACED AT EACH RAFTER SUPPORT FOR BOTH PURLIN
LINES THE BOTTOM FLANGES OF THE PURLINS WERE ALSO DIRECTLY BOLTED TO THE RAFTERS FOR TESTS
USING CPURLINS ANTIROLL CLIPS WERE PLACED ONLY AT THE EXTERIOR SUPPORT RAFTERS THE
BOTTOM FLANGES OF THE PURLINS WERE ALSO BOLTED DIRECTLY TO THE RAFTERS
TESTS TEST AND USED ANTIROLL CLIPS AT EACH RAFTER SUPPORT FOR BOTH
PURLIN LINES TEST TEST ZSS ALSO HAD BRACE ATTACHED BETWEEN THE PURLIN LINES
THE BRACE WAS ATTACHED AT THE THEORETICAL INFLECTION POINT
LAP CONNECTIONS THE LAPPED PURLINS WERE BOLTED TOGETHER APPROXIMATELY 1… IN
FROM THE END OF THE NONCONTINUING PURLIN USING Y2 IN DIAMETER MACHINE BOLTS STANDARD
916 IN DIAMETER HOLES WERE USED IN THE CPURLINS AND VERTICALLY SLOTTED HOLES 916 IN BY
1316 IN WERE USED IN THE ZPURLINS TO ACCOMMODATE THE EXTRA PURLIN FLANGE THICKNESS
23 TEST SETUPS
ALL TESTS WERE SUBJECTED TO GRAVITY LOADING THE GRAVITY LOAD WAS SIMULATED WITH
THE USE OF VACUUM CHAMBER THE VACUUM CHAMBER PROVIDES AN AIRTIGHT SPACE AROUND
THE TEST SETUP AIR IS PUMPED OUT OF THE CHAMBER WITH ONE OR MORE VACUUM PUMPS THIS
CAUSES NEGATIVE DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE IN THE CHAMBER IN ESSENCE THE SURROUNDING
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE LOADS THE TEST SPECIMENS
TESTS WERE CONDUCTED IN TWO LOCATIONS AT THE VIRGINIA TECH STRUCTURES AND
MATERIALS RESEARCH LABORATORY AND AT THE CECO BUILDING SYSTEMS RESEARCH LABORATORY
IN COLUMBUS MISSISSIPPI THE VIRGINIA TECH VACUUM CHAMBER CONSISTED OF BOX 8FT
78 FT FT THE CHAMBER IS CONSTRUCTED FROM FT FT GALVANIZED STEEL PANELS THE
17
JOINTS BETWEEN PANELS AND BETWEEN THE PANEL AND FLOOR ARE SEALED WITH CAULK BULKHEAD
PANELS CAN BE INSERTED IN THE CHAMBER TO SHORTEN THE CHAMBER WHEN THE ENTIRE LENGTH IS NOT
REQUIRED PLAN VIEW OFTHE VIRGINIA TECH VACUUM CHAMBER IS SHOWN IN FIGURE 23
THE CECO BUILDING SYSTEMS CHAMBER CONSISTED OF BOX 1058 FT 92 FT 383 FT
THE CECO CHAMBER IS CONSTRUCTED FROM TWO BUILTUP ISECTIONS STACKED ON EACH OTHER AND
WELDED INTO PLACE THE ISECTIONS ARE SEALED TO THE FLOOR WITH CAULK BULKHEAD PANELS CAN
BE INSERTED INTO THE CHAMBER TO SHORTEN THE CHAMBER TO THE REQUIRED LENGTH THE CECO
CHAMBER USES TWO ADDITIONAL PURLIN LINES TO REDUCE THE WIDTH OF THE CHAMBER TO 85 FT AS
SHOWN IN FIGURE 24 THROUGH FIGURE 26
PURLIN LINES
FIGURE 23 VIRGINIA TECH VACUUM CHAMBER
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FIGURE 24 CECO VACUUM CHAMBER
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FIGURE 26 CECO CHAMBEREDGE DETAIL
THE CONFIGURATION TO BE TESTED WAS THEN CONSTRUCTED INSIDE THE CHAMBER THE TOP
OF THE CHAMBER WAS SEALED WITH SHEET OF POLYETHYLENE MU THICK AT VIRGINIA TECH
THE AIR WAS REMOVED FROM THE CHAMBER USING MAIN VACUUM PUMP AND FOUR AUXILIARY
SHOPTYPE VACUUM PUMPS THE CECO TESTS USED ONLY ONE MAIN VACUUM PUMP TO
REMOVE AIR FROM THE CHAMBER
ALL TESTS CONSISTED OF TWO PURLIN LINES SPACED FT ON CENTER THE PURLIN FLANGES
WERE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION FOR ALL TESTS THE PANEL USED FOR ALL TESTING WAS FT
WIDE THIS ALLOWED FOR 1FT OVERHANG FROM THE CENTERLINE OF THE WEB OF EACH PURLIN
ALL STANDING SEAM TESTS USED SLIDING CLIPS THAT WERE ATTACHED TO THE PURLIN WITH SELF
DRILLING SCREWS THE THROUGHFASTENED PANEL WAS ATTACHED DIRECTLY TO THE PURLIN WITH SELF
DRILLING SCREWS
20
THE THREE SPAN TESTS HAD VARYING PARAMETERS THE TESTS WITH ZPURLINS HAD THE
SPAN LENGTHS OF 25 FT 25 FT AND 23 FT THE TEST BAY WITH ALL INSTRUMENTATION HAD SPAN
LENGTH OF 25 FT WHILE THE OPPOSITE EXTERIOR BAY WAS SHORTENED TO 23 FT LAP SPLICES AT EACH
INTERIOR SUPPORT FOR THE THREE SPAN ZPURLIN TESTS EXTENDED FT OVER EACH SIDE OF THE
SUPPORT FOR TOTAL LAP LENGTH OF FT THE TESTS WITH CPURLINS HAD TEST SPAN OF 245 FT
MIDDLE BAY WITH SPAN OF 25 FT AND AN END SPAN OF 23 FT THIS WAS DONE TO HELP ENSURE
THAT FAILURE OCCURRED IN THE TEST BAY THE LAP SPLICES AT EACH INTERIOR SUPPORT FOR THE THREE
SPAN CPURLIN TESTS EXTENDED FT IN THE DIRECTION OF THE EXTERIOR SUPPORT AND FT INTO THE
MIDDLE BAY FOR TOTAL LAP LENGTH OF FT
THREE TWO SPAN TESTS WERE CONDUCTED ALL SPAN LENGTHS WERE 30 FT ALL TWO SPAN
TESTS USED 85 IN DEEP ZPURLINS TWO OF THE TESTS WERE CONDUCTED USING STANDING SEAM
PANEL WHILE THE THIRD USED THROUGHFASTENED PANEL THE LAP SPLICE AT THE INTERIOR SUPPORT
OF THE TWO SPAN TESTS EXTENDED 15 FT BEYOND EACH SUPPORT FOR TOTAL LAP LENGTH OF FT
DETAILS OF THE TEST PARAMETERS ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 22 AND IN FIGURE 27 THROUGH FIGURE 29
DATA WAS COLLECTED ELECTRONICALLY AT VIRGINIA TECH FOR THE THREE SPAN TESTS USING
PERSONAL COMPUTER BASED DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM THE TWO SPAN TESTS THAT WERE CONDUCTED
AT CECO BUILDING SYSTEMS USED MANUAL DATA COLLECTION
THE GRAVITY LOADINGS FOR TESTS AT BOTH LOCATIONS WERE MEASURED USING UTUBE
MANOMETERS THE MANOMETERS HAVE AN ACCURACY OF 01 IN OFWATER ONE INCH OF WATER IS
EQUIVALENT TO ABOUT 52 PSF
VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCERS WERE USED AT VIRGINIA TECH TO MEASURE
MAXIMUM VERTICAL DEFLECTIONS IN THE TEST BAY VERTICAL DEFLECTION WAS MEASURED AT CECO
21
BUILDING SYSTEMS USING SURVEYORS LEVEL TO READ SCALE THAT WAS PLACED OVER THE
THEORETICAL POINT OF MAXIMUM DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN FOR BOTH PURLINS IN
THE TEST BAY OF EACH TEST NO MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN IN NONTEST BAYS
TABLE 22 TEST DETAILS
TEST PURLIN SPANS TOTAL LAP LENGTH PANEL
TYPE LAP INTO TYPE
TEST BAY
TEST ZTF IN TEST BAY 25 FT FT FT THROUGH
MIDDLE BAY 25 FT FASTENED
END BAY 23 FT
TEST ZSS 10 IN TEST BAY 25 FT FT FT STANDING
MIDDLE BAY 25 FT SEAM
END BAY 23 FT
TEST CSS 10 IN TEST BAY 245 FT FT FT STANDING
MIDDLE BAY 25 FT SEAM
END BAY 23 FT
TEST CTF IN TEST BAY 245 FT FT FT THROUGH
MIDDLE BAY 25 FT FASTENED
END BAY 23 FT
TEST 85 IN TEST BAY 30 FT FT 15 FT STANDING
ZSS END BAY 30 FT SEAM
IPTEST2 8SINZ TESTBAY 30FT 3FT 15FT STANDING
ZSS END BAY 30FT SEAM
IPTEST3 8SINZ TESTBAY 30FT 3FT 15FT THROUGH
ZTF END BAY 30 FT FASTENED
22
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TEST BAY MIDDLE BAY END BAY
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FIGURE 29 TEST AND
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LATERAL DISPLACEMENT OF THE TEST BAY WAS MEASURED FOR THE THREE SPAN STANDING
SEAM TESTS VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCER WASUSED WITH PULLEY SYSTEM THAT ALLOWS
THE ACTUAL LATERAL MOVEMENT TO BE CALCULATED THIS VALUE WAS SMALL BECAUSE OF THE
OPPOSITE ORIENTATION OF THE PURLINS
SPREAD OF THE TEST PURLINS WAS MEASURED USING POTENTIOMETERS SPREAD REFERS TO
THE ROLL OR LATERAL DISPLACEMENT OF THE PURLIN BOTTOM FLANGE WITH RESPECT TO THE PURLIN TOP
FLANGE THE POTENTIOMETERS WERE PLACED AT THE LOCATION OF MAXIMUM MOMENT AND FT
AWAY FROM THE CALCULATED INFLECTION POINT ON BOTH SIDES THE POTENTIOMETERS WERE
SUSPENDED FROM COLDFORMED ANGLES THAT SPAN ACROSS THE PURLIN LINES IN SUCH MANNER THAT
THEY DID NOT PROVIDE ANY ADDITIONAL BRACING BETWEEN THE PURLIN LINES AS SHOWN IN FIGURE
210 AND FIGURE 211 THE POTENTIOMETERS MEASURED THE SPREAD OF THE PURLIN AT ABOUT TWO
INCHES ABOVE THE PURLIN BOTTOM FLANGE
FINALLY TESTS CONDUCTED AT VIRGINIA TECH HAD STRAIN GAGES PLACED ON THE TOP AND
BOTTOM SURFACE OF THE PURLIN BOTTOM FLANGE THIS WAS DONE TO FIND THE LOCATION OF THE TRUE
INFLECTION POINT TEN GAGES WERE PLACED ON EACH TEST PURLIN THEY WERE LOCATED AT THE
CALCULATED INFLECTION POINT AND IN AND 12 IN ON EACH SIDE OF THE CALCULATED INFLECTION
POINT FIGURE 212 AND FIGURE 213 SHOWTYPICAL STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS
24
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INDIVIDUAL RESULTS FOR EACH TEST ARE FOUND IN APPENDICES THROUGH EACH SET OF
RESULTS INCLUDES TEST SUMMARY SHEET MEASURED PURLIN DIMENSIONS SECTION PROPERTIES
FLEXURAL STRENGTH PURLIN ARRANGEMENT WITHIN EACH TEST TENSILE COUPON RESULTS AND RESULTS
FROM STIFFNESS ANALYSIS EACH TEST APPENDIX ALSO INCLUDES INDIVIDUAL DATA PLOTS OF LOAD
VERSUS DEFLECTION LOAD VERSUS STRAIN LOAD VERSUS PURLIN SPREAD AND FLEXURAL STRENGTH
BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE INFLECTION POINT IS BRACE POINT AND BASED ON THE
ASSUMPTION THAT THE INFLECTION POINT IS NOT BRACE POINT
COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE PROGRAM WAS USED TO PERFORM NONPRISMATIC STIFFNESS
ANALYSIS OF EACH TEST CONFIGURATION NONPRISMATIC ANALYSIS IS NEEDED BECAUSE OF THE
OVERLAP OF THE PURLINS THE LAPPED REGION IS STIFFER AND THEREFORE ATTRACTS MORE MOMENT
THE MODELS WERE BUILT WITH ACTUAL SECTION PROPERTIES AND LOADED WITH UNIFORM LOAD OF
100 POUNDS PER FOOT THE HORIZONTAL DISTANCE BETWEEN THE WEB BOLTS CONNECTING THE
LAPPED PURLIN WEBS LAP LENGTH MINUS EDGE DISTANCES AS SHOWNIN FIGURE 12 WAS MODELED
WITH MOMENT OF INERTIA EQUAL TO THE SUM OF THE MOMENTSOF INERTIA OFTHE LAPPED PURLINS
NO CONSIDERATION WAS GIVEN TO POSSIBLE REDUCED STIFFNESS BECAUSE OF THE SLOTTED HOLES IN
THE WEBS OF THE ZPURLINS MOMENTS AND SHEARS FROM CRITICAL LOCATIONS WERE THEN
RECORDED FOR THIS LOADING AND WERE LATER SCALED FOR OTHER LOADINGS THE STIFFNESS MODELS
WERE ALSO USED TO CALCULATE LOCATIONS OF MAXIMUM MOMENT MAXIMUM DEFLECTION AND TO
CALCULATE THE LOCATION OF THE INFLECTION POINT ABOUT WHICH MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE
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32 TENSILE TEST RESULTS
AT LEAST ONE STANDARD ASTM COUPON WAS CUT AND MACHINED FROM THE UNDAMAGED
WEB OF FAILED PURLIN FROM EACH TEST THE COUPONS WERE THEN TESTED ACCORDING TO ASTM
A370 LOADING PROCEDURES WHERE MORE THAN ONE COUPON WAS TESTED AVERAGE VALUES ARE
REPORTED SUMMARY OF TENSILE TEST RESULTS IS IN TABLE 31 THE TEST ZTF YIELD
STRESS IS TAKEN AS THE SAME FOR THE OTHER TESTS COUPON MATERIAL WAS NOT AVAILABLE FOR
THIS TEST
TABLE 31 SUMMARY OF TENSILE TEST RESULTS
IDENTIFICATION THICKNESS WIDTH YIELD TENSILE ELONGATION
STRESS STRENGTH
IN IN KSI KSI
TEST ZTF 0104 1504 555 767 37
TEST2ZSS 0076 1501 500 765 22
TEST3CSS 0078 1506 877 1016 10
TEST4CTF 0079 1506 752 887 15
IP TEST ZSS 0077 1502 695 783 20
IP TEST 2ZSS 0078 1501 695 782 21
IP TEST ZTF 0077 2050 695
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33 SUMMARY OF TESTING RESULTS
SUMMARY OF THE FAILURE LOADS AND FAILURE LOCATIONS IS GIVEN IN TABLE 12 TWO
TYPES OF FAILURE WERE OBSERVED IN THESE TESTS FIRST WAS INELASTIC BUCKLING NEAR THE FACE OF
THE LAP IN THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION OF THE TEST BAY THE SECOND TYPE WAS LOCAL
BUCKLING OF THE COMPRESSION FLANGE STIFFENER AND WEB NEAR THE LOCATION OF MAXIMUM
POSITIVE MOMENT IN THE TEST BAY THE FAILURE LOAD SHOWN IN TABLE 32 IS THE APPLIED LOAD
IN POUNDS PER LINEAR FOOT THE SELFWEIGHT OF THE SYSTEM WILL BE ADDED LATER FOR ANALYSIS
AND COMPARISON PURPOSES
TABLE 32 SUMMARY OF FAILURE LOADS AND LOCATIONS
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER APPLIED LOAD AT FAILURE LOCATION
OF SPANS FAILURE PLO
TEST ZTF 3208 NEGATIVE REGION
TEST ZSS 1417 POSITIVE REGION
TEST CSS 2108 POSITIVE REGION
TEST CTF 2801 NEGATIVE REGION
TEST ZSS 1048 POSITIVE REGION
TEST ZSS 1008 POSITIVE REGION
TEST ZTF 1612 NEGATIVE REGION
LOCAL BUCKLING IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE OF THE LAPPED PORTION OF THE PURLIN IN THE
EXTERIOR SPAN
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AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 31 THE STRAIN GAGE AT POSITION IS LOCATED AT THE CALCULATED
INFLECTION POINT FIGURE 32 SHOWS THAT THE STRAIN AT THIS LOCATION REMAINS VERY LOW
THROUGHOUT THE TEST DEMONSTRATING THAT THE ASSUMPTIONS AND METHOD USED TO CALCULATE THE
INFLECTION POINT IS CORRECT FIGURE 32 IS TYPICAL FOR ALL TESTS THAT WERE STRAIN GAGED OTHER
PLOTS OF LOAD VERSUS STRAIN CAN BE FOUND IN THE APPENDICES
FIGURE 33 AGAIN SHOWS THE POTENTIOMETER LOCATIONS FOR MEASURING PURLIN SPREAD
SPREAD WAS MEASURED AT FT INSIDE THE CALCULATED INFLECTION POINT NEGATIVE MOMENT
REGION AND FT OUTSIDE THE INFLECTION POINT POSITIVE MOMENT REGION THE SPREAD WAS
ALSO MEASURED AT THE LOCATION OF MAXIMUM MOMENT FOR ALL TESTS EXCEPT TEST ZTF
FIGURE 34 SHOWS PLOT OF LOAD VERSUS SPREAD FOR TYPICAL THROUGHFASTENED ZPURLIN TEST
FIGURE 35 SHOWS TYPICAL SPREAD OF STANDING SEAM ZPURLIN TEST FIGURE 36 SHOWS THE
TYPICAL BEHAVIOR OF THROUGHFASTENED CPURLIN TEST AND FIGURE 37 SHOWS TYPICAL
STANDING SEAM CPURLIN TEST
IT WAS EXPECTED THAT VERY LITTLE MOVEMENT WOULD OCCUR AT AN INFLECTION POINT IT
WAS HYPOTHESIZED THAT OUTOFPLANE DOUBLE CURVATURE MIGHT BE EXHIBITED NEAR THE
INFLECTION POINT ESPECIALLY IN THE ZPURLIN TESTS THE MAJOR REASON FOR EXPECTING THIS
BEHAVIOR WAS BECAUSE OF THE CONDITIONS AT THE INFLECTION POINT AND THE PROPERTIES OF THE
PURLIN CROSSSECTION NEGATIVE MOMENT IS PRESENT BETWEEN THE INTERIOR SUPPORT AND THE
INFLECTION POINT WHILE POSITIVE MOMENT IS PRESENT BETWEEN THE INFLECTION POINT AND THE
EXTERIOR SUPPORT THE PRINCIPAL AXIS OF CROSSSECTION IS INCLINED TO THE PLANE OF
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SIDE OF THE INFLECTION POINT AND THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE INFLECTION
POINT THE ACTUAL BEHAVIOR WAS SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT
AS SHOWNIN THE FIGURES OF THIS CHAPTER AND IN THE APPENDICES THE CROSSSECTION AT
THE INFLECTION POINT DID NOT REMAIN STATIONARY IN ANY TEST CONDUCTED IN GENERAL THE CROSS
SECTION ROLLED INWARD FOR THE TESTS USING ZPURLINS AND OUTWARD FOR TESTS USING CPURLINS
THE VALUES OF SPREAD WERE SMALL IN ALL CASES COMPARED TO THE SPREAD AT MAXIMUM
MOMENT IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE SPREADS OF THE ZPURLINS WERE MUCH LESS THAN THE
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ANALYTICAL STUDIES WERE MADE OF AND CPURLINS LINES USING THE FINITE ELEMENT
METHOD THE PURPOSE OF THE MODELING WAS TO DETERMINE IF THE EXPERIMENTAL BEHAVIOR OF
THE PURLIN CROSSSECTION COULD BE ADEQUATELY MODELED USING SIMPLE PROCEDURES THEREFORE
THE MODELING IS RESTRICTED TO THROUGH FASTENED PANEL IT IS POSSIBLE TO MODEL THE CONDITIONS
OF STANDING SEAM PANEL BUT THE UNCERTAINTY IN THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS PRESENT AT THE
PANELCLIPPURLIN INTERFACE ARE BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THIS RESEARCH
ELASTIC FINITE ELEMENT MODELING WAS DONE USING THE COMMERCIAL FINITE ELEMENT
PROGRAM ANSYS 54 ANSYS 1996 THE PROGRAM HAS COMPLETE THREEDIMENSIONAL
CAPABILITIES AND IS CAPABLE OF MODELING MUCH MORE COMPLEX PROBLEMS THAN REQUIRED BY
THIS STUDY ALL MODELING USED FOUR NODE SHELL ELEMENTS WITH SIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM AT
EACH NODE THE SHELL ELEMENTS WERE CAPABLE OF TRANSMITTING FLEXURAL FORCES THESE
ELEMENTS BASICALLY BEHAVED LIKE ACTUAL PLATES THESE ELEMENTS WERE CHOSEN BECAUSE OF
THEIR ABILITY TO MODEL THREEDIMENSIONAL BEHAVIOR AS WELL AS THEIR ABILITY TO PROPERLY
MODEL THE LARGE ASPECT RATIOS NEEDED WITH MODELING PURLIN LINES THE ASPECT RATIO IS LARGE
BECAUSE TYPICAL PURLIN CROSSSECTIONS HAVE DEPTHS OF TO 10 IN FLANGES THAT ARE TO IN
WIDE WITH THICKNESS OF 01 IN OR LESS THE LENGTH OF THE PURLIN MAY BE 20 TO 40 FT
CERTAIN TYPES OF ELEMENTS REQUIRE ASPECT RATIOS THAT LEAVE THE ELEMENTS NEARLY SQUARE THIS
WOULD REQUIRED TO TIMES MORE ELEMENTS THAN WITH THE SHELL ELEMENTS
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42 ZPURLIN MODEL
THE ZPURLIN MODEL WAS CREATED TO MODEL THE CONDITIONS OF TEST ZTF WHEN
VIEWING THE END OFTHE PURLIN CROSSSECTION THE YAXIS IS VERTICAL THE XAXIS IS HORIZONTAL
AND THE ZAXIS IS INTO THE PAGE THE PURLIN CROSSSECTION IS SHOWNIN FIGURE 41 WITH NODE
LOCATIONS AND GLOBAL AXES SHOWN FIGURE 42 SHOWS THE LENGTH OF THE PURLIN IN THE
DIRECTION THE ZPURLIN MODEL CONTAINS 2800 ELEMENTS AND 17700 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
THE MODELING OF THE PURLIN LAP REQUIRED SPECIAL CONSIDERATION THE LAP REGION HAS
THICKNESS EQUAL TO THE THICKNESS OF BOTH PURLINS THAT ARE PART OF THE LAP IN THE CASE OF
TEST ZTF THICKNESS OF 02 INCHES WAS USED THIS TRANSLATES TO TWICE THE THICKNESS AND
TWICE THE STIFFNESS IF THE LAP ACTS TOGETHER AS UNIT IN ACTUALITY THE LAP IS CONNECTED BY
SPECIFIED NUMBER OF BOLTS THE MOST ACCURATE MODEL WOULD MODEL THE LAP AS TWO SEPARATE
PURLINS BOLTED TOGETHER AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS HOWEVER THE AISI GUIDE DESIGN MODELS
ASSUME THAT THE LAP ACTS AS ONE UNIT THEREFORE THE LAP WAS MODELED AS ONE CONTINUOUS
CROSSSECTION WITH TWICE THE STIFFNESS OF ONE PURLIN THE LAP REGION STIFFNESS CAN BE
INCREASED BY INCREASING THE THICKNESS OF THE ELEMENTS OR BY INCREASING THE MODULUS OF
ELASTICITY BOTH PROPERTIES WERE EASY TO MODIFY AND PRODUCED NEARLY IDENTICAL RESULTS
THE RESULTS PRESENTED IN THIS STUDY WERE OBTAINED BY DOUBLING THE THICKNESS OF THE
ELEMENTS IN THE LAPPED REGION OFTHE MODEL
THE REQUIRED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ALSO REQUIRED SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS AT THE
SUPPORTS TRANSLATIONS IN THE AND DIRECTIONS WERE RESTRICTED AT LOCATIONS THAT
CORRESPONDED TO THE ANTIROLL CLIPS AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 43 THESE LOCATIONS WERE ALLOWED
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FIGURE 43 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT SUPPORTS
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NEEDED TO HAVE TRANSLATION RESTRICTED IN THE DIRECTION TO MAKE THE MODEL STABLE THE
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF THE PURLIN TOP FLANGE REQUIRED SOME TRIAL AND ERROR TO CORRECTLY
APPLY FIRST THE PURLIN TOP FLANGE WAS FIXED IN THE DIRECTION AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE
PURLIN TOP FLANGE AND WEB THESE ARE THE CONDITIONS PROVIDED BY THROUGHFASTENED PANEL
THE PURLIN LATERAL MOVEMENT OR SPREAD COULD BE GREATLY AFFECTED BY THE LOCATION OF LOAD
APPLICATION THE BEST AGREEMENT BETWEEN FINITE ELEMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WERE
OBTAINED BY PLACING THE UNIFORM LINE LOAD ONETHIRD OF THE FLANGE WIDTH AWAY FROM THE
PURLIN WEB NOTE THAT IF LOAD WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE PURLIN TOP FLANGE BASED ON STIFFNESS
THE RESULTANT OF THAT DISTRIBUTION WOULD COINCIDE WITH THE LOAD LOCATION USED IN THIS MODEL
FIGURE 43 SHOWS THE FINAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND LOAD LOCATION USED FOR THE MODEL
LATERAL OR SPREAD MOVEMENT OF THE PURLINS AT THE LOCATIONS SHOWNIN FIGURE 44 IS
PLOTTED IN FIGURE 45 THE NEGATIVE VALUES IMPLY MOVEMENT OF THE PURLIN BOTTOM FLANGE
TO THE LEFT FOR THE ORIENTATION SHOWN IN FIGURE 41 AS WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
MOVEMENT IS GREATEST IN THE POSITIVE MOMENT SIDE OF THE INFLECTION POINT AND THE ENTIRE
AREA MOVES TO THE LEFT
LOADS VERSUS STRAIN AT THE LOCATIONS SHOWN IN FIGURE 46 ARE PLOTTED IN FIGURE 47
FINALLY FIGURE 48 SHOWS THE DEFLECTED SHAPE OFTHE BOTTOM FLANGE OF THE ZPURLIN MODEL
THE VALUES PLOTTED IN FIGURE 48 REPRESENT THE LATERAL MOVEMENT OF THE BOTTOM FLANGE AT
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FIGURE 46 STRAIN MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS
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43 CPURLIN MODEL
THE CPURLIN MODEL WAS CREATED TO MODEL THE CONDITIONS OF TEST CTF WHEN
VIEWING THE END OF THE PURLIN CROSSSECTION THE YAXIS IS VERTICAL THE XAXIS IS HORIZONTAL
AND THE ZAXIS IS INTO THE PAGE THE PURLIN CROSSSECTION IS SHOWN IN FIGURE 49 WITH NODE
LOCATIONS AND GLOBAL AXIS SHOWN FIGURE 410 SHOWS THE LENGTH OF THE PURLIN IN THE
DIRECTION THE CPURLIN MODEL CONTAINS 2500 ELEMENTS AND 15000 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
THE LAP REGION CONSISTS OF TWO CPURLINS WITH THEIR WEBS BACKTOBACK AND
CONNECTED WITH BOLTS THE AISI GUIDE DESIGN MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS TREAT THE LAPPED
REGION AS IF THE LAPPED PURLINS ARE CONTINUOUSLY CONNECTED FOR THIS REASON THE LAP WAS
MODELED BY USING ONE WEB WITH DOUBLE THE THICKNESS OF THE PURLINS USED IN TEST CTF
THE FLANGES OF BOTH PURLINS ARE ATTACHED TO THE DOUBLE THICKNESS WEB AS WAS SHOWN IN
FIGURE 49 THE SINGLE PURLIN WEB THICKNESS IS 008 IN AND THE LAPPED WEB THICKNESS IS
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160 INCHES IN ACTUALITY THE LAP IS CONNECTED BY SPECIFIED NUMBER OF BOLTS MORE
ACCURATE MODEL WOULD BE TO MODEL THE LAP AS TWO SEPARATE PURLINS BOLTED TOGETHER AT
SPECIFIED LOCATIONS
THE REQUIRED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS NEEDED SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS AT THE SUPPORTS
TRANSLATIONS IN THE AND DIRECTIONS WERE RESTRICTED AT LOCATIONS THAT CORRESPONDED TO THE
ANTIROLL CLIPS AS SHOWNIN FIGURE 411 THESE LOCATIONS WERE ALLOWED TO ROTATE ABOUT THE
XAXIS TO SIMULATE PINNED SUPPORT CONDITION ONE END OF THE MODEL NEEDED TO HAVE
TRANSLATION RESTRICTED IN THE DIRECTION TO MAKE THE MODEL STABLE THE BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS OF THE PURLIN TOP FLANGE REQUIRED SOME TRIAL AND ERROR TO CORRECTLY APPLY FIRST
THE PURLIN TOP FLANGE WAS FIXED IN THE DIRECTION AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE PURLIN TOP
FLANGE AND WEB THESE ARE THE CONDITIONS PROVIDED BY THROUGHFASTENED PANEL THE
PURLIN LATERAL MOVEMENT OR SPREAD COULD BE GREATLY EFFECTED BY THE LOCATION OF THE LOAD
APPLICATION THE BEST AGREEMENT BETWEEN FINITE ELEMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WAS
OBTAINED BY PLACING THE UNIFORM LINE LOAD AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE PURLIN WEB AND TOP
FLANGE FIGURE 411 SHOWS THE FINAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS USED FOR THE MODEL
LATERAL OR SPREAD MOVEMENT OF THE PURLINS AT THE LOCATIONS SHOWN IN FIGURE 412 IS
PLOTTED IN FIGURE 413 THE POSITIVE VALUES IMPLY MOVEMENT OF THE PURLIN BOTTOM FLANGE
TO THE RIGHT FOR THE ORIENTATION SHOWN IN FIGURE 48 AS WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
MOVEMENT IS GREATEST IN THE POSITIVE MOMENT SIDE OF THE INFLECTION POINT AND THE ENTIRE
AREA MOVES TO THE RIGHT






FIGURE 49 CMODEL CROSSSECTION
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FIGURE 412 SPREAD MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 414 STRAIN MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS
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THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS INCLUDE COMPARISONS OF FINITE ELEMENT FE AND
EXPERIMENTAL STRAIN VALUES NEAR THE PURLIN LINE INFLECTION POINT AND PURLIN SPREAD VALUES AT
THE EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED LOCATIONS AS WELL AS STRENGTH COMPARISONS THE PREDICTED
STRENGTHS OF THE TEST ASSEMBLIES ARE BASED ON THE 1996 AISI SPECIFICATIONS AND THE DESIGN
SUGGESTIONS IN THE AISI GUIDE FOR DESIGNING WITH STANDING SEAM ROOFPANELS
52 PREDICTED AND MEASURED STRAINS
STRAIN VALUES FROM THE AND CPURLIN FE MODELS WERE COMPARED WITH STRAIN
GAGE DATA THE ZPURLIN MODEL STRAIN COMPARISON IS SHOWN IN FIGURE 51 FIGURE 52
SHOWS STRAIN COMPARISONS FOR THE CPURLIN MODEL IN GENERAL THE FINITE ELEMENT STRAINS
ARE SHIFTED SLIGHTLY TO THE RIGHT MORE SO FOR THE CPURLIN TEST AS COMPARED TO THE
EXPERIMENTAL STRAINS POSSIBLE EXPLANATION IS THAT THE STRAIN VALUES ARE AFFECTED BY THE
CROSSSECTION TWIST THIS IS INCLUDED IN THE FINITE ELEMENT STRAINS BUT MIGHT NOT BE
MEASURED BY THE UNIAXIAL STRAIN GAGES USED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL TESTING HOWEVER THE
MEASURED STRAINS AT POSITION THE THEORETICAL INFLECTION POINT ARE NEAR ZERO INDICATING
THAT THE ASSUMPTIONS USED TO CREATE THE FINITE MODELS ARE INDEED CORRECT THAT IS FULL
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FIGURE 52 FINITE ELEMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL STRAIN RESULTS FOR
TEST CTF
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53 PREDICTED AND MEASURED PURLIN SPREAD
THE ANALYTICAL MODEL CONSISTED OF FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF THE THREE SPAN
THROUGH FASTENED TESTS BOTH AND CPURLIN MODELS WERE DEVELOPED THE SPREAD OF THE
AND CPURLIN MODELS WERE RECORDED FOR THREE LOCATIONS THAT WERE IN ABOVE THE PURLIN
BOTTOM FLANGE THE LOCATIONS ARE FT EACH SIDE OF THE INFLECTION POINT FE PT ON THE
POSITIVE MOMENT SIDE AND FE PT ON THE NEGATIVE MOMENT SIDE AND AT THE INFLECTION
POINT FE LP THE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN AT APPROXIMATELY THE SAME
LOCATIONS ON EACH SIDE OF THE INFLECTION POINTS PT AND PT THE FINITE ELEMENT AND
EXPERIMENTAL PURLIN SPREADS FOR TEST ZTF ARE SHOWN IN FIGURE 53 AS FUNCTION OF
UNIFORM LOAD ON THE PURLIN THE FINITE ELEMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL PURLIN SPREADS FOR TEST
CU ARE SHOWNIN FIGURE 54 AS FUNCTION OF UNIFORM LOAD ON THE PURLIN CONSIDERING
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FIGURE 54 FINITE ELEMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL PURLIN SPREAD FOR TEST CTF
54 STRENGTH EVALUATION
541 EVALUATION ASSUMPTIONS
THE 1986 AND 1996 EDITIONS OF THE AISI SPECIFICATIONS DOES NOT PROHIBIT THE
ASSUMPTION THAT THE INFLECTION POINT OF AN UNBRACED MEMBER IS BRACE POINT IT
FOLLOWS
THAT THE MOMENT GRADIENT COEFFICIENT GB IS THEN 175 THE AISI DESIGN GUIDE SUGGESTS
THAT THE LENGTH OF PURLIN BETWEEN THE END OF THE LAP AND THE INFLECTION POINT BE DESIGNED AS
IF THE SECTION IS CANTILEVER THE LATTER PROVISION IMPLIES THAT GB BE TAKEN AS 10 ALSO
THE 1986 AND 1996 AISI SPECIFICATIONS HAVE DIFFERENT PROVISIONS FOR THE CALCULATION OF GB
BOTH THE 1986 AND 1996 AISI SPECIFICATIONS HAVE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE IN
SECTION C3 12 LATERAL BUCKLING STRENGTH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION DO NOT APPLY TO
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LATERALLY UNBRACED COMPRESSION FLANGES OF OTHERWISE LATERALLY STABLE SECTIONS THIS
SENTENCE IS BIT AMBIGUOUS BUT CAN BE INTERPRETED TO APPLY TO THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE
END OF THE LAP AND THE INFLECTION POINT FOR AT LEAST THROUGH FASTENED ROOF SYSTEMS THE
ROOF DECK PREVENTS LATERAL MOVEMENT OF THE CROSSSECTION BUT THE COMPRESSION FLANGE IS
FREE TO MOVE LATERALLY IN THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION THUS BOTH CONDITIONS ARE SATISFIED
FOR STANDING SEAM ROOFSYSTEMS THE RESTRAINT PROVIDED BY THE CLIPS AND DECK IS NOT
AS GREAT AS FOR THROUGH FASTENED SYSTEMS BUT MAY BE SUFFICIENT TO RESTRAIN THE PURLIN IN THE
NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION
STRENGTH PREDICTIONS FOR THE SEVEN TESTS CONDUCTED IN THIS STUDY WERE CALCULATED
USING THE 1996 AISI SPECIFICATIONS NOMINAL STRENGTH PROVISIONS ASSUMING THE
INFLECTION POINT IS NOT BRACE POINT AND WITH EQUAL TO 10 THE INFLECTION POINT IS
BRACE POINT AND WITH GB DETERMINED USING THE 1996 AISI SPECIFICATIONS EQUATION EQ
C3121 AND THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION OF THE PURLIN IS FULLY BRACED IT IS NOTED
THAT THE SECOND METHOD IS EQUIVALENT TO THAT OF THE 1986 SPECIFICATION METHOD EXCEPT FOR
THE GB RELATIONSHIP
542 1996 AISI SPECIFICATION PROVISIONS
THE 1996 AISI SPECIFICATION PROVISIONS FOR DETERMINING AND CPURLIN FLEXURAL
SHEAR AND COMBINED BENDING AND SHEAR NOMINAL STRENGTHS FOLLOW
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POSITIVE MOMENT REGION SECTION C311 NOMINAL SECTION STRENGTH
PROCEDURE BASED ON INITIATION OF YIELDING
EFFECTIVE YIELD MOMENT BASED ON SECTION STRENGTH
SHALL BE DETERMINED AS FOLLOWS
EFV EQ C3141
WHERE
REDUCTION FACTOR DETERMINED BY THE BAST TEST METHOD FOR STANDING SEAM ROOFS
ELASTIC SECTION MODULUS OF THE EFFECTIVE SECTION CALCULATED AT
YIELD STRESS OF THE PURLIN MATERIAL
NOTE IS TAKEN AS 10 FOR THROUGHFASTENED PANEL
NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION SECTION C312 LATERAL BUCKLING STRENGTH
THE NOMINAL STRENGTH OF THE LATERALLY UNBRACED SEGMENTS OF SINGLY DOUBLY AND






ELASTIC SECTION MODULUS OF THE FULL SECTION FOR THE EXTREME COMPRESSION FIBER
THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION APPLY TO AND OTHER SINGLYSYMMETRIC
SECTION FLEXURAL MEMBERS NOT INCLUDING MULTIPLEWEB DECK AND CLOSED
BOXTYPE MEMBERS AND CURVED OR ARCH MEMBERS THE PROVISIONS OF THIS
SECTION DO NOT APPLY TO LATERALLY UNBRACED COMPRESSION FLANGES OF OTHERWISE
LATERALLY STABLE SECTIONS REFER TO C3 13 FOR AND ZPURLINS IN WHICH THE
TENSION FLANGE IS ATTACHED TO SHEATHING
NOTE SECTION C3 13 BEAMS HAVING ONE FLANGE THROUGHFASTENED TO DECK
OR SHEATHING DOES NOT APPLY TO CONTINUOUS BEAMS FOR THE REGION
BETWEEN INFLECTION POINTS ADJACENT TO SUPPORT OR TO CANTILEVER
BEAM
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METHOD FOR SINGLY DOUBLY AND POINT SYMMETRIC SECTIONS
ME BRA EV EQ C3126
WHERE
ME ELASTIC CRITICAL MOMENT
BENDING COEFFICIENT MOMENT GRADIENT FACTOR
CB
125M MA EQ C312125
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF MEXIMUM MOMENT IN UNBRACED SEGMENT
MA ABSOLUTE VALUE OF MOMENT AT QUARTERPOINT OF UNBRACED SEGMENT
MB ABSOLUTE VALUE OF MOMENT AT CENTERLINE OF UNBRACED SEGMENT
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF MOMENT AT THREEQUARTER POINT OF UNBRACED SEGMENT
FULL CROSSSECTIONAL AREA
POLAR RADIUS OF OF THE FILL CROSSSECTION ABOUT THE SHEAR CENTER
NOTES BENDING IS ABOUT THE AXIS OF SYMMETRY
FOR SINGI SVMMETRC SECTIONS XAXIS IS AXIS OF SNIMETLY
SHEAR CENTER HAS NEGATIVE COORDINATE







EFFECTIVE LENGTH FACTOR FOR BENDING ABOUT THE AXIS
EFFECTIVE LENGTH FACTOR FOR TWIST
UNBRACED LENGTH OF COMPRESSION MEMBERFOR BENDING ABOUT THE AXIS
UNBRACED LENGTH OF COMPRESSION MEMBER FOR
RADIUS OF GYRATION OF FULL SECTION ABOUT AXIS
SHEAR MODULUS
ST VENANT TORSION CONSTANT FOR CROSSSECTION
TORSIONAL WARPING CONSTANT OF CROSSSECTION





UNBRACED LENGTH OF MEMBER









MOMENTCAUSING INITIAL YIELD AT EXTREME COMPRESSION FIBER OF FULL SECTION
SFF
53
SHEAR STRENGTH SECTION C32 STRENGTH FOR SHEAR ONLY











NOMINAL SHEAR STRENGTH OF BEAM
WEB THICKNESS
DEPTHOFFLATPORTIONOFWEB
SHEAR BUDDING COEFLICIEXIT 534 FOR UNREINFORVED WEBS
COMBINED BENDING AND SHEAR SECTION C33 STRENGTH FOR COMBINED
BENDING AND SHEAR
FOR BEAMS WITH UNREINFORCED WEBS THE REQUIRED FLEXURAL STRENGTH IA AND




543 STRENGTH COMPARISONS ASSUMING THE INFLECTION POINT IS NOT BRACE POINT
TABLE 51 LISTS THE EFFECTIVE SECTION MODULUS SE THE MEASURED MATERIAL YIELD
STRESS EFFECTIVE YIELD MOMENT THE DISTANCE FROM THE END OF THE LAP TO THE
THEORETICAL INFLECTION POINT LB AND THE STANDING SEAM ROOF SYSTEM REDUCTION FACTOR FOR
THE FAILED PURLIN IN EACH TEST THE REDUCTION FACTOR WAS DETERMINED USING THE AISI BASE
TEST METHOD
TABLE 52 LISTS THE MOMENT AND SHEAR STRENGTH CALCULATED USING THE ABOVE
SPECIFICATION PROVISIONS AND THE PROPERTIES FROM TABLE 51 THE NEGATIVE MOMENT
STRENGTH WAS DETERMINED USING CB VALUE OF 10 THE PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD DETERMINED
USING THE CRITICAL LIMIT STATE AND THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD ARE ALSO LISTED THE
EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD IS THE SUM OF THE APPLIED LOAD PLUS THE WEIGHT OF THE ROOF
SHEETING TIMES THE TRIBUTARY WIDTH PLUS THE PURLIN WEIGHT THE RATIO OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
TOPREDICTED FAILURE LOADS VARIES BETWEEN 0955 AND 1226 WITH AN AVERAGE VALUE OF 1056
AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF 00896
TABLE 51 PURLIN PROPERTIES
TESTNUMBER SE LB CB
IN KSI INKIPS IN
TEST ZTF 354 555 1965 525 100 176
TEST ZSS 378 506 1913 548 044 177
TEST CSS 315 875 2756 532 045 176
TEST4CTF 242 750 1815 532 100 176
IP TEST ZSS 266 695 184 78 044 178
IP TEST ZSS 266 695 184 78 044 178
IPTEST3ZTF 266 695 1849 780 100 178
NOTE LB IS THE DISTANCE FROM THE END OF THE LAP TO THE INFLECTION POINT IN THE TEST BAY
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TABLE 52 STRENGTH COMPARISON ASSUMING INFLECTION POINT NOT AS BRACE POINT
TCST NWMB POSTIVE EGAZIVE SKUSR BEUH OILXAI PREDETUL EXPERUETLAL EXPERMIETIAL PREDZ EXPERMNEMAL PREDIAED
MIA1 MWE STRA NEPNVE LXN STATE FAIBRE FAILIRE FOR FOR
STM SXRU MOMETI LO L1 SH CHITEAL
STXU LANA STATE
BETXH
TESTLZTF 196 195 198 1916
EST2ZSS 834 1913 84 POSTWEMOMEIT 1388 1424 O56 1026
ESZ3C 1250 256 2101 POSWEMOMETT 220 2108 0618 0955
TEST4CTF 1815 1791 91 1644 255 2803 1096 1096
IPTESTLZSS 805 83 1550 POSTIVEMOYNENT 1035 1048 1013
PTCST2ZSS 805 1621 83 1550 POSTWEMCANENT 1035 1028 082 0993
PTEST3ZTF 1849 1621 83 1550 1315 1612
544 STRENGTH COMPARISONS ASSUMING THE INFLECTION POINT IS BRACE POINT
TABLE 53 HAS THE SAME DATA AS TABLE 52 EXCEPT THAT THE NEGATIVE MOMENT
STRENGTH WAS CALCULATED USING THE CB VALUE LISTED IN TABLE 51 AS DETERMINED FROM AISI
SPECIFICATIONS EQUATION C3 1211 THE RATIO OF THE EXPERIMENTALTOPREDICTED FAILURE
LOADS VARIES BETWEEN 0955 AND 1110 WITH AN AVERAGE VALUE OF 1037 AND STANDARD
DEVIATION OF0056
TABLE 53 STRENGTH COMPARISON ASSUMING INFLECTION POINT AS BRACE POINT
NIMIBER POSITIVE NEGATIVE SHW SH BA CRI PRE FIQIATMEIWAL EXPAIMEITAL PREDINTAD EXPETMWIAL PREDINTED
MOMENT MOMAIT STM NEGATIVE LIMIT STATE FALITRE FAILURE FOR FOR
STRAI STRU MOMUUT LOAD 1OAD SBW CRTTSIAL
3OU LEMI STATE
NILOPE RNBPS BITS PIT PIT RAIDING
1ZTF 1963 1965 198 1922 SHMIBASLING 2967 3208 1081 1081
2Z45 834 1913 84 1719 POUTIVEMOINEITI 1388 IC 0563 1026
EAT3CSS 1230 2756 72 2101 PO 2207 2108 0618 Q955
EST4CTF 1815 1815 91 1662 2587 2803 1083 1083
PTEATIZSS 805 1790 83 1701 POBVEMOMIT 1033 1048 0722 1013
PTEST2ZSS 80 1790 1701 OSITTVEMORNEIIT 1035 1028 0708 0993
PTEST3ZTF 1849 1790 83 1700 1452 1612 1110 1110
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545 STRENGTH COMPARISON ASSUMING FULLY BRACED CROSSSECTION
LATERAL BUCKLING STRENGTH IS ADDRESSED IN SECTION C3 12 OFTHE AISI SPECIFICATIONS
AND IMPORTANT EQUATIONS FROM THIS SECTION ARE LISTED ABOVE IN SECTION 542 AISI
SPECIFICATIONS SECTION C3 12 STATES THE NOMINAL STRENGTH OF THE LATERALLY UNBRACED
SEGMENTS OF SINGLY DOUBLY AND POINTSYMMETRIC SECTIONS SUBJECT TO LATERAL BUCKLING
SHALL BE CALCULATED AS FOLLOWS THE ASTERISK LEADS TO FOOTNOTE THAT STATES THE
PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION APPLY TO AND OTHER SINGLYSYMMETRIC SECTION FLEXURAL
MEMBERS NOT INCLUDING MULTIPLEWEB DECK AND CLOSED BOXTYPE MEMBERS AND CURVED
OR ARCH MEMBERS THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION DO NOT APPLY TO LATERALLY UNBRACED
COMPRESSION FLANGES OF OTHERWISE LATERALLY STABLE SECTIONS REFER TO C3 13 FOR AND
PURLINS IN WHICH THE TENSION FLANGE IS ATTACHED TO SHEATHING
THE MULTIPLE SPAN LAPPED CONTINUOUS AND CPURLINS EVALUATED IN THIS RESEARCH
HAVE LATERALLY UNBRACED COMPRESSION FLANGES BETWEEN THE FACE OF THE LAP AND THE
INFLECTION POINT HOWEVER THE CROSSSECTION IS OTHERWISE LATERALLY STABLE BECAUSE OF THE
SHEATHING FASTENED TO THE TOP FLANGE OF THE PURLINS THIS WOULD SEEM TO INDICATE THAT
APPLICABLE STRENGTH PROVISIONS WOULD BE PROVIDED IN SECTION C3 13 SECTION C313
BEAMS HAVING ONE FLANGE THROUGHFASTENED TO DECK OR SHEATHING BEGINS BY STATING
THIS SECTION DOES NOT APPLY TO CONTINUOUS BEAM FOR THE REGION BETWEEN THE INFLECTION
POINTS ADJACENT TO SUPPORT OR TO CANTILEVER BEAM THIS SECTION CLEARLY DOES NOT APPLY
TO THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION OF THE TESTS THAT WERE CONDUCTED THE AISI SPECIFICATIONS
PROVIDE NO OTHER GUIDANCE FOR PREDICTING THE STRENGTH OF THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION
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IN THE ABSENCE OF DESIGN PROVISIONS THE NEGATIVE MOMENT STRENGTH WAS SET EQUAL TO
THE EFFECTIVE YIELD MOMENT SEFY EQUATION C3 111 OF THE AISI SPECIFICATIONS
PREDICTED LOADS AND STRENGTHS WERE CALCULATED BASED ON THIS ASSUMPTION AND COMPARED TO
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES TABLE 54 LISTS THE RESULTS THE RATIO OF PREDICTEDLEXPERIMENTAL
FAILURE LOADS RANGED FROM 0955 TO 1083 THE AVERAGE VALUE WAS 1033 AND HAD
STANDARD DEVIATION OF 00504
TABLE 54 STRENGTH COMPARISON ASSUMING FULLY BRACED CROSSSECTION
NWNB PO NEGATIVE SHW SIRN BAIDMG CNFLCEL PRECEED EXPENM PIVDIAED EQERNM PREDULED
MOINAIT MOMAIT STRUTGTH NEGATIVE LIMIT STATE FAILURE FAILURE FOR FIN
STRUIGILT STRUTGTH MOTT LOAL LOMI SHMR CNTIML
STU LIMIT STATE
RNBPS RNBPS BPS PLF
TESTLZTF 1965 196T 198 1922 SHINRBETTDIEG 2967 3208 1081 081
EST2ZSS 834 1913 84 1719 POSITIVEMOMENT 1388 1424 1026
EST3CSS 1250 2756 72 2101 2207 2108 0618 0955
EST4CTF 1815 1815 91 1662 2587 2803 1083 1083
TES11ZSS 805 1849 83 1746 POATTIVEMMUROT 1035 1048 0702 1013
TEST2ZSS 805 1849 1746 PO5IFLVE3401TW8 1035 1028 0689 0993
TEST3ZTF 1849 1849 83 1746 SH 1492 1612 1080 1080
546 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS
FOR TEST ZTF THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD THAT WAS 85 PERCENT HIGHER THAN THE
LOAD PREDICTED ASSUMING THE INFLECTION POINT IS NOT BRACE POINT AND 81 PERCENT HIGHER
THAN THE PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD ASSUMING THE INFLECTION POINT IS BRACE POINT THE
EXPERIMENTAL LOAD IS ALSO 81 PERCENT HIGHER THAN THE PREDICTED LOAD GIVEN BY SETTING THE
NEGATIVE MOMENT STRENGTH TO THE YIELD MOMENT IT IS NOTED THAT THE PROVISIONS OF AISI
SECTION C3 12 AND THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE INFLECTION POINT IS BRACE POINT PREDICT
NEGATIVE MOMENT STRENGTH EQUAL TO THE EFFECTIVE YIELD MOMENT STRENGTH THE PURLINS
ROLLED INWARD ON BOTH SIDES OF THE INFLECTION POINT FOR THIS TEST HOWEVER THE INFLECTION
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POINT MOVEMENT WAS QUITE SMALL THE PREDICTED FAILURE MODE WAS COMBINED SHEAR AND
BENDING NEAR THE END OF THE LAP FOR THIS TEST THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE OCCURRED NEAR THE
LAP IN THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION
FOR TEST ZSS THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD THAT WAS 26 PERCENT HIGHER THAN THE
PREDICTED LOAD FOR THE CONTROLLING LIMIT STATE OF POSITIVE MOMENT STRENGTH USING VALUE
DETERMINED FROM THE BASE TEST METHOD THE PURLINS ROLLED INWARD ON BOTH SIDES OF THE
INFLECTION POINT FOR THIS TEST THE PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE MODE WAS POSITIVE
MOMENT FAILURE
FOR TEST CSS THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD WAS 45 PERCENT BELOW THE LOAD
PREDICTED BY AISI SPECIFICATIONS AND THE BASE TEST METHOD THE PURLINS ROLLED OUTWARD
ON BOTH SIDES OF THE INFLECTION POINT FOR THIS TEST THE PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE
MODE WAS POSITIVE MOMENT FAILURE
FOR TEST CTF THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD WAS 96 PERCENT HIGHER THAN THE
LOAD PREDICTED ASSUMING THE INFLECTION POINT IS NOT BRACE POINT AND 83 PERCENT HIGHER
THAN THE PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD ASSUMING THE INFLECTION POINT IS BRACE POINT SETTING THE
NEGATIVE MOMENT STRENGTH TO THE YIELD MOMENT PREDICTED LOAD THAT WAS ALSO 83 PERCENT
BELOW THE EXPERIMENTAL LOAD AGAIN THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE INFLECTION POINT IS BRACE
POINT RESULTED IN THE FULL MOMENT STRENGTH IN THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION THE PURLINS
ROLLED OUTWARD ON BOTH SIDES OF THE INFLECTION POINT FOR THIS TEST THE PREDICTED FAILURE
MODE WAS COMBINED SHEAR AND BENDING NEAR THE END OF THE LAP FOR THIS TEST THE
EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE OCCURRED NEAR THE LAP IN THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION THE MAGNITUDE
OFTHE SPREAD WAS GREATER THAN THE VALUES OF TEST ZTF
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TEST ZSS WAS PERFORMED AT CECO BUILDING SYSTEMS AND CONSISTED OF TWO
30 FT SPANS AND STANDING SEAM PANELS THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD WAS 10 PERCENT
HIGHER THAN THE LOAD PREDICTED BY AIISI SPECIFICATIONS AND THE AISI BASE TEST METHOD
THE PURLINS MOVED INWARD ON BOTH SIDES OF THE INFLECTION POINT THE PREDICTED AND
EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE MODE WAS POSITIVE MOMENT FAILURE
TEST ZSS WAS IDENTICAL TO TEST ZSS EXCEPT THAT BRACE WAS
ATTACHED BETWEEN THE TWO FACING PURLIN LINES AT CALCULATED LOCATION OF THE INFLECTION POINT
THAT WAS ATTACHED BETWEEN THE TWO FACING PURLIN LINES THE EXPERIMENTAL LOAD ACHIEVED
WAS ALMOST PERCENT LOWERTHAN THE LOAD PREDICTED BY AISI SPECIFICATIONS AND THE AISI
BASE TEST METHOD THE PURLINS MOVED INWARD ON BOTH SIDES OF THE INFLECTION POINT FOR
THIS TEST THE PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE MODE WAS POSITIVE MOMENT FAILURE
TEST ZTF USED THE SAME PURLINS AS TEST ZSS AND TEST
SS THE DECKING USED FOR THIS TEST WAS THE STANDING SEAM PANEL USED IN ALL OTHER STANDING
SEAM TESTS THE DIFFERENCE FOR THIS TEST WAS THAT THE PANEL WAS SCREW FASTENED DIRECTLY TO
THE PURLIN TOP FLANGE MAKING THROUGHFASTENED PANEL THIS TEST ACHIEVED AN EXPERIMENTAL
LOAD THAT WAS 226 PERCENT HIGHER THAN THE THAN THE LOAD PREDICTED ASSUMING THE INFLECTION
POINT IS NOT BRACE POINT AND 11 PERCENT HIGHER THAN THE PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD ASSUMING
THE INFLECTION POINT IS BRACE POINT THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE NEGATIVE MOMENT STRENGTH IS
THE EFFECTIVE YIELD MOMENT THAT IS FULLY BRACED LEADS TO AN EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD THAT
IS PERCENT ABOVE THE PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD THE PREDICTED FAILURE MODE WAS COMBINED
SHEAR PLUS BENDING NEAR THE END OF THE LAP THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE OCCURRED IN THE
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NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION NEAR THE END OF THE LAP THE PURLINS ROLLED INWARD ON BOTH SIDES
OFTHE INFLECTION POINT FOR THIS TEST
547 COMPARISON OF RESULTS
BOTH THE PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LIMIT STATE FOR TEST ZTF AND TEST
CTF IS SHEAR PLUS BENDING FOR THESE TESTS THE UNBRACED LENGTH IN THE NEGATIVE MOMENT
REGION OF THE TEST BAY WAS APPROXIMATELY 53 IN FOR BOTH TESTS THE PREDICTED MOMENT
STRENGTHS ARE ESSENTIALLY UNAFFECTED BY THE INFLECTIONBRACE POINT ASSUMPTION 1957 IN
KIPS VERSUS 1965 INKIPS FOR TEST ZTF AND 1791 INKIPS AND 1815 INKIPS FOR TEST
CTF THE EFFECTIVE YIELD MOMENT STRENGTHS ARE 1965 INKIPS FOR TEST ZTF AND 1815
INKIPS FOR TEST CTF THE SAME AS FOR THE INFLECTION POINT IS BRACE POINT ASSUMPTION
TESTS ZSS AND TEST CSS WERE STANDING SEAM PANEL TESTS CONTROLLED BY
POSITIVE MOMENT STRENGTH BECAUSE OF LOW VALUES 044 FOR THE STANDING SEAM ROOF
SYSTEM USED IN THE TESTS IT WAS NOT POSSIBLE TO CONFIGURE REASONABLE SYSTEM WHERE
POSITIVE MOMENT STRENGTH DID NOT CONTROL HOWEVER EXCELLENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOADS BASED ON THE LIMIT STATE OF POSITIVE MOMENT
STRENGTH WAS FOUND
THE UNBRACED LENGTHS IN THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION OF THE TEST BAY IN TEST
SS AND TEST CSS WERE APPROXIMATELY 55 AND 53 IN RESPECTIVELY THERE IS NO
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE NEGATIVE MOMENT STRENGTHS CALCULATED USING THE THREE ASSUMPTIONS
1913 INKIPS AND 1913 INKIPS FOR TEST ZSS AND 3780 INKIPS AND 3780 INKIPS FOR
TEST CSS
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FOR THE THREE IP DESIGNATED TESTS THE UNBRACED LENGTH WAS 78 IN THE PREDICTED
NEGATIVE MOMENT STRENGTHS ARE CONSIDERABLY DIFFERENT 1621 INKIPS ASSUMING THE
INFLECTION POINT IS NOT BRACE POINT AND 1790 INKIPS FOR THE OPPOSITE ASSUMPTION THE
NEGATIVE MOMENT STRENGTH BASED ON YIELD IS 1849 INKIPS THE ZSS IP TESTS WERE
DESIGNED FOR THE LIMIT STATE OF SHEAR PLUS BENDING HOWEVER THE PURLINS USED IN THE TESTS
HAD AN UNEXPECTED HIGH YIELD STRESS CAUSING THE ACTUAL LIMIT STATE TO BE POSITIVE MOMENT
STRENGTH BECAUSE THE CONTROLLING LIMIT STATE WAS POSITIVE BENDING THE ADDITION OF AN
ACTUAL BRACE AT THE THEORETICAL INFLECTION POINT HAD ESSENTIALLY NO EFFECT ON THE TEST RESULTS
IP TEST ZTF WAS IDENTICAL IN CONFIGURATION TO THE OTHER TWO IP TESTS EXCEPT
THAT THE STANDING SEAM PANEL WAS THROUGHF TO THE PURLINS IN AN ATTEMPT TO LIMIT
POSITIVE MOMENT FAILURE THE PREDICTED AND ACTUAL LIMIT STATE WAS SHEAR PLUS BENDING BUT
THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOADED EXCEEDED ALL PREDICTED FAILURE LOADS 226 PERCENT FOR THE
INFLECTION POINT IS NOT BRACE POINT ASSUMPTION 111 PERCENT FOR THE INFLECTION POINT AS





AN EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED IN AN ATTEMPT TO EVALUATE
THE INFLECTION POINT AS BRACE POINT IN MULTIPLE SPAN LAPPED PURLIN ROOF SYSTEMS SUBJECTED TO
UNIFORM GRAVITY LOADING IN ADDITION ASSUMPTIONS CONCERNING PURLIN STIFFNESS WITHIN THE LAP
NONPRISMATIC PURLINS AND THE EFFECT OF SLOTTED HOLES IN THE CONNECTED ZPURLIN WEBS WERE
EVALUATED SEVEN TESTS WERE CONDUCTED FOUR THREESPAN CONTINUOUS AND THREE TWOSPAN
CONTINUOUS FIVE TESTS WERE CONDUCTED USING ZPURLINS AND TWOTESTS WERE CONDUCTED USING
PURLINS STANDING SEAM PANELS WERE USED IN FOUR TESTS AND THROUGHFASTENED PANELS WERE USED
IN THREE TESTS ANTIROLL CLIPS WERE USED AT ALL PURLINTORAFTER SUPPORT LOCATIONS INTERMEDIATE
LATERAL BRACING WAS USED ONLY IN IP TEST
INSTRUMENTATION WAS USED TO VERIFY THE ACTUAL LOCATION OF THE INFLECTION POINT AND TO
MEASURE LATERAL MOVEMENT OR SPREAD OF THE BOTTOM FLANGE OF THE PURLINS ON EACH SIDE OF THE
INFLECTION POINT THE RESULTS WERE COMPARED TO MOVEMENT PREDICTED BY FINITE ELEMENT MODELS
OF TWO OF THE TESTS BOTH THE EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS SHOWED THAT ALTHOUGH LATERAL
MOVEMENT DID OCCUR AT THE INFLECTION POINT THE MOVEMENT WAS CONSIDERABLY LESS THAN AT OTHER
LOCATIONS ALONG THE PURLINS
FROM THE LATERAL MOVEMENT MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS OF THE SEVEN TESTS
CONDUCTED IT IS APPARENT THAT RELATIVELY LITTLE MOVEMENT OCCURS NEAR THE INFLECTION POINT OF
PURLIN LAPPED SYSTEMS BOTH SIDES OF THE INFLECTION POINT MOVE IN THE SAME DIRECTION AND NO
DOUBLE CURVATURE WAS EXHIBITED FROM EITHER THE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OR THE ANALYTICAL
RESULTS LATERAL MOVEMENTNEAR THE INFLECTION POINT WAS FOUND TO BE MUCH LESS THAN THAT AT THE
POINT OF MAXIMUM MOMENT SYSTEMS USING LAPPED CPURLINS EXHIBIT LARGER MOVEMENT THAN
PURLIN SYSTEMS BUT THE VALUES ARE STILL RELATIVELY SMALL
FOR THE FOUR TESTS USING STANDING SEAM PANELS BOTH THE PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL
CONTROLLING LIMIT STATE WAS POSITIVE MOMENT REGION FAILURE ALSO EXCELLENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN
63
THE PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOADS WAS FOUND THE PREDICTED FAILURE LOADS WERE
CALCULATED USING THE AISI SPECIFICATIONS PROVISIONS AND THE BASE TEST METHOD TO DETERMINE
THE POSITIVE MOMENT BENDING STRENGTH THE EXPERIMENTALTOPREDICTED LOAD RATIOS ARE 1026
0955 1013 AND 0993
THE PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL CONTROLLING LIMIT STATE FOR THE THREE TESTS USING THROUGH
FASTENED ROOF SYSTEMS WAS SHEAR PLUS BENDING FAILURE IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE THE LAP IN THE
EXTERIOR TEST BAY THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOADS WERE COMPARED TO PREDICTED VALUES USING
PROVISIONS OF THE ALSI SPECIFICATIONS AND ASSUMING THE INFLECTION POINT IS NOT BRACE
POINT THE INFLECTION POINT IS BRACE POINT AND THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION STRENGTH IS
EQUAL TO THE EFFECTIVE YIELD MOMENT SEF FOR THE TWO THREESPAN CONTINUOUS TESTS ALL THREE
METHODS PREDICT THE SAME FAILURE LOAD THE RATIOS OF EXPERIMENTALTOPREDICTED LOAD FOR THESE
TESTS ARE 1081 AND 1083 WHICH MEANS THAT THE PREDICTIONS ARE APPROXIMATELY PERCENT
CONSERVATIVE FOR THE TWOSPAN CONTINUOUS TEST THE PREDICTED FAILURE LOADS FOR THE THREE
ASSUMPTIONS ARE 1315 PIF 1452 PIF AND 1492 PLF THE EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD IS 1612
PLF THUS ALL THREE ASSUMPTIONS ARE CONSERVATIVE WITH THE FULLY BRACED ASSUMPTION BEING THE
LEAST CONSERVATIVE WITH AN EXPERIMENTALTOPREDICTED LOAD RATIO OF 1080
COMPARISON OF THE MEASURED STRAINS FROM STRAIN GAGES PLACED AT AND ON BOTH SIDES OF
INFLECTION POINTS WITH STRAINS PREDICTED FROM THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL SHOW EXCELLENT
AGREEMENT THIS RESULT SHOWS THAT THE ASSUMPTION OF FULL CONTINUITY WITHIN THE LAP NON
PRISMATIC PURLIN ANALYSIS IS CORRECT AND THAT THE USE OF VERTICALLY SLOTTED HOLES AND
MACHINE BOLTS WITHOUT WASHERS DOES NOT AFFECT THE CONTINUITY ASSUMPTION
62 CONDUSIONS
FROM THE LIMITED DATA DEVELOPED IN THIS RESEARCH IT IS DIFFICULT TO DRAW DEFINITE
CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE ASSUMPTION THAT AN INFLECTION POINT IS BRACE POINT IT IS CLEAR THAT
THE BOTTOM FLANGE OF CONTINUOUS PURLIN LINE MOVES LATERALLY IN THE SAME DIRECTION ON BOTH
SIDES OF THE INFLECTION POINT BUT THAT THE MOVEMENT IS RELATIVELY SMALL IT IS ALSO EVIDENT THAT
THERE IS VERY LITTLE DIFFERENCE IN PREDICTED STRENGTH OF THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION OF
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CONTINUOUS PURLIN LINES FOR USUAL END OF LAPTOINFLECTION POINT DISTANCES THAT IS LESS THAN
APPROXIMATELY 60 IN FOR LARGER DISTANCES IT APPEARS THAT EVEN ASSUMING FULL LATERAL RESTRAINT
FOR THROUGH FASTENED ROOF SYSTEMS IS CONSERVATIVE IT IS BELIEVED THAT THE FULL LATERAL RESTRAINT
ASSUMPTION FOR THE NEGATIVE MOMENT REGION OF CONTINUOUS PURLIN LINES IS PERMITTED BY THE
AISI SPECIFICATIONS HOWEVERTHE SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE IS AMBIGUOUS
IT IS CLEAR FROM THE DATA PRESENTED THAT CONTINUOUS LAPPED AND ZPURLIN LINES
SHOULD BE ANALYZED ASSUMING FULL CONTINUITY BETWEEN THE PURLIN WEB BOLT LINES AND THAT THE USE
OF VERTICALLY SLOTTED HOLES AND MACHINE BOLTS WITHOUT WASHERS DOES NOT AFFECT THE STRENGTH OR
STIFFNESS OF CONTINUOUS PURLIN LINES
63 RECOMMENDATIONS
FROM THE LIMITED RESULTS OF THIS RESEARCH IT IS RECOMMENDEDTHAT THE NEGATIVE MOMENT
REGION OF CONTINUOUS PURLIN LINES SUPPORTING THROUGH FASTENED ROOF SYSTEMS BE DESIGNED USING
THE EFFECTIVE YIELD MOMENT STRENGTH SF AS DEFINED IN SECTION C3 11 OF THE AISI
SPECIFICATIONS IT IS ALSO RECOMMENDEDTHAT THE AISI SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE IN SECTION C312
LATERAL BUCKLING STRENGTH BE REVISED TO CLARIFY THE INTENT FINALLY IT IS RECOMMENDEDTHAT
SEVERAL TESTS BE CONDUCTED WITH THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS STANDING SEAM ROOFPANELS
CONFIGURED SUCH THAT THE CONTROLLING LIMIT IS SHEAR PLUS BENDING AND THAT THE PREDICTED LIMIT
STATE ASSUMING THAT DISTANCE FROM THE END OF THE LAP TO THE INFLECTION POINT IS UNBRACED IS
CONTROLLED BY INELASTIC LATERAL BUCKLING USING THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION C3 12 LATERAL
BUCKLING STRENGTH
IT IS ALSO RECOMMENDEDTHAT CONTINUOUS LAPPED PURLIN LINES BE ANALYZED ASSUMING NON
PRISMATIC SECTIONS WITH THE MOMENT OF INERTIA IN THE LAP EQUAL TO THE SUM OF THE MOMENTS OF
INERTIA OF THE LAPPED PURLINS FINALLY IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE AISI SPECIFICATION BE
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INFLECTION POINT INVESTIGATION TEST SUMMARY




PANEL TYPE THROUGH FASTENED PANEL
SPAN 2250 123O
PURLIN SPACING OC WITH DECK OVERHANG
LATERAL BRACING NONE
ANTIROLL CLIPS AT THE SUPPORTS OF BOTH PURLIN LINES
WEB STIFFENERS NONE
PURLIN ORIENTATION TOP FLANGES OPPOSED
INSULATION NONE
FAILURE MODE
CONTINED SHEAR PLUS BENDING AT FACE OF LAP
EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD
PRESSURE 1645 IN OF WATER
APPLIED LINE LOADING 32078 PLF
WEIGHT OF DECK 400 PLF
WEIGHT OF PURLIN 505 PLF
TOTAL APPLIED LOAD 32982 PLF
MAXIMUM POS MOMENT 19061 KIP IN
NEG MOMENTAT LAP 20767 KIP IN
SHEAR AT LAP 468 KIPS
PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD 555 KSI
INFLECTION POINT AS BRACEPOINT
CONTINED SHEAR BENDING
NEG MOMENTAT LAP 19260 KIP IN
SHEAR AT LAP 433 KIPS
PREDICTED LINE LOAD 30635 PLF
INFLECTION POINT NOT AS BRACEPOINT
CONTINED SHEAR BENDING
NEG MOMENTATLAP 19156 KIP IN
SHEAR AT LAP 432 KIPS
PREDICTED LINE LOAD 30485 PLF
EXPERIMEN
FAILUREPREDICTED 32982130635 1077 LP BRACED
FAILUREPREDICTED 32982130485 1082 LP NOT BRACED
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RESULTS FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
TEST ZTF IN ZTF SPAN CH
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 151 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 10649 IN 10119 IN LX 1460 IN
LIPANGLE 450 48 LY 264IN
RADII IXY 454 IN
UP TO FLANGE 04375 IN 04375 IN FLEXU
FLANGE TO WEB 02656 IN 02656 IN LE IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2505 IN 2540 IN SE
PURLIN DEPTH 80625 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 01035 IN
YIELD STRESS 555 KSI
MODULUS CI ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST ZTF IN ZTF SPAN CH
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 148 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 09964 IN 10176 IN LX 1432 IN
LIP ANGLE 490 460 LY 248 IN
RADII IXY 436 IN
UP TO FLANGE 04375 IN 04375 IN FL STREN
FLANGE TO WEB 02656 IN 02656 IN LE 1432 IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2498 IN 2498 IN SE
PURLIN DEPTH 80625 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 01025 IN OTHER PROPERTIES FOR CH
YIELD STRESS 555 KSI RX 31056 IN






TEST ZTF IN ZTF SPAN CH
PURTIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY MIDDLE BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 149 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 1004 IN 10398 IN LX 1446 IN
LIP ANGLE 490 460 LY 259 IN
RADII IXY 448 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 03906 IN 03906 IN FLEXURAL STREN
FLANGETO WEB 02658IN 02856IN LE IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2545 IN 2514 IN SE
PURTIN DEPTH 80625 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 01025 IN
YIELD STRESS 555 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST ZTF IN ZTF SPAN CH
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY MIDDLE BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 150 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 09673 IN 11116 IN LX 1452 IN
UP ANGLE 490 450 LY 260 IN
RADII IXY 450 IN
UP TO FLANGE 03906 IN 03906 IN FLEXU
FLANGE TO WEB 02656 IN 02656 IN LE IN131
FLANGE WIDTH 2505 IN 2518 IN SE
PURLIN DEPTH 80625 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0103 IN
YIELD STRESS 555 KAL
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
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TEST ZTF IN ZTF SPAN CH
PURLIN GEOMETRYAND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 150 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 10569 IN 10394 IN LX 1458 IN
LIPANGLE 470 450 LY 263 IN
RADII IXY 453 IN
UP TO FLANGE 0375 IN 0375 IN FIEXUJG
FLANGE TO WEB 02658IN 026581N LE IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2518 IN 2505 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 80625 IN
PUIJIN THICKNESS 0103 IN
YIELD STRESS 555 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST ZTF IN ZTF SPAN CH3
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 150 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 0983 IN 10329 IN LX 1453 IN
UPANGLE 500 460 LY 256IN
RADII IXY 446 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 04375 IN 04375 IN FLEXU
FLANGE TO WEB 02656 IN 02656 IN LE 1453 IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2535 IN 2510 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 80625 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 01035 IN
YIELD STRESS 555 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
PREDICTED THROUGH FASTENED CAPACITY ASD FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
1731 LB XL67 2891 LBSFT
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TENSION TEST OF MATERIALS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM P37095
TEST DE CHIEF MUTTISPEN TEST
SPEAMEN IDENTIFICATION MB CH
COUPON NUMBER
DATE 121898
GAGE LENGTH IN 2000
TOTAL LENGTH IN 80
LENGTH BETV SHOULDERS IN 100
THICKNESS IN 0104
WIDTH IN 1504
TEST SETUP TEST DATA
PROCEDURE TENALE TEST OFFSET YIELD 53700 PS
RANGE RATE 50000 PSIMM OFFSET YIELD 55500 PSI
END LEVEL 55000 PSI MN YIELD 56400 PSI
RANGE RATE 10000 PDMM
END LEVEL 02 ININ ULIMATE STRENGTH 76700 PSI
RANGE RATE 25000 PSIMM MODULUS OF ELASTIATY 290 KSI
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RESULTS FROM S11FFNESS MODEL
TEST ZTF
DECK TYPE THMUGH FA
SPANS 225 23
TOTAL LAPLENGTH 20
EXTEN INTO TEST BAY 1A
PURLIN DE CHLOADAPP 1O0P
TEST BAY SECTION PROPERTIES TEST BAY
MAX MOMENT 4816 KFT
IX 1432 IN MOMENTATENDOFLAP 5247 KFT
148 SHEERATENDOFLAP 1A19IN
1Y 248 IN MOMENTATSUPPORT 6715 KFT
SHEARATSUPPORT 1519
MIDDLE BAY SECTION PROPERTIES MAX DEFLECTION 1054 IN
IX 1432 IN INFIECTION POINT LOCATED AT 1963FF FROM EXTORIORSUPPORT
AG 148 IN MAX MOMENT LOCATED AT 9789 FT FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT
1Y 248 IN MAX DEFLECTION LOCATED AT 105 FT FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT
UNBRACED LENGTH LU BETWEEN AND LAP 437FI 5244 IN
END BAY SECTION PROPERTIES
IX 1432 IN CB
125
148 IN 25MINX 4H4B 3MC
1Y 248 IN
MMMX 5247 KFT
LAPSECTION PROPERTIES MA 1135 KFT
MB 2386 KFT
IX 2864 IN MC 3757 KFT
AG 296 IN
IY 496 IN CB 1757
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TEST ID TEST ZTF MICHAEL BRYANT
82698
TEST SPAN 250 FT 1432 IN
SCAN ID TIME LOAD NEAR PURLIN FAR PURLIN THEORETICAL MANOMETER
DEFLECTION 6ST DEFLECTION SST DEFLECTION
PTF IN IN IN IN H2O
4042256 PM 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
4043256 PM 0112 0000 0000 0001 0006
4171275 PM 19099 0214 0192 0202 0979
4215075 PM 39761 0442 0406 0420 2039
4223475 PM 59754 0670 0611 0631 3064
4231675 PM 79636 0889 0816 0841 4084
4242075 PM 98064 1094 1006 1036 5029
4262875PM 117053 1309 1204 1236 6003
4285875 PM 137604 1541 1414 1453 7057
10 4302875 PM 156255 1746 1614 1650 8013
11 4311875 PM 176025 1965 1829 1859 9027
12 4324075 PM 195683 2193 2043 2066 10035
13 4333275 PM 197340 2234 2075 2084 10120
14 440275 PM 200363 2257 2079 2116 10275
15 443275 PM 205160 2316 2134 2167 10521
16 4472275 PM 209859 2376 2193 2216 10762
17 4475275 PM 215436 2444 2248 2275 11048
18 4480875 PM 218342 2476 2280 2306 11197
19 4481475 PM 221579 2517 2312 2340 11363
20 4482675 PM 224601 2554 2344 2372 11518
21 4484875 PM 227721 2505 2380 2405 11678
22 4485675 PM 230178 2622 2412 2431 11804
23 44FR1075 PM 232206 2649 2435 2452 11908
24 440 PM 235541 2695 2537 2487 12079
25 4495875 PM 238349 736 2567 517 12 223
26 4501675 PM 242366 2786 2610 2559 12429
27 450 PM 244257 2813 2630 2579 12526
28 4504075 PM 248168 2845 2651 2599 12624
29 4504875 PM 248391 2882 2675 2623 12738
30 451 0475 PM 252525 2941 2720 2667 12950
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SCAN ID TIME LOAD NEAR PURLIN FAR PURLIN THEORETICAL MANOMETER
DEFLECTION 6ST DEFLECTION 5ST DEFLECTION
PIF AN IN IN IN H2O
31 4511475 PM 254085 2973 2736 2683 13030
32 4521675 PM 260111 3078 2801 2747 13339
33 4522475 PM 262353 3119 2825 2771 13454
34 4523275 PM 263699 3146 2840 2785 13523
35 4525675 PM 267267 3215 2878 2822 13706
36 4530275 PM 268496 3242 2891 2835 13769
37 4531675 PM 270173 3279 2910 2853 13855
38 4533475 PM 272747 3333 2937 2880 13987
39 4535675 PM 278207 3434 3078 2938 14267
40 4542275 PM 282243 3539 3165 2980 14474
41 4543475 PM 282789 3566 3178 2986 14502
42 4544475 PM 285578 3611 3215 3016 14645
43 4545275 PM 289497 3684 3274 3057 14846
44 4545475 PM 290609 3707 3297 3069 14903
45 4550075 PM 293066 3771 3342 3095 15029
46 4550875 PM 295308 3839 3388 3118 15144
47 4551675 PM 296420 3885 3425 3130 15201
48 4552875 PM 297648 3940 3461 3143 15264
49 4554675 PM 300768 4026 3525 3176 15424
50 4560275 PM 302679 4099 3575 3196 15522
51 4561275 PM 305351 4163 3621 3225 15659
52 452675PM 306813 4236 3671 3240 15734
53 456 PM 308588 4291 3703 3259 15825
54 454275 PM 310265 4341 3744 3276 15911
55 456A875 PM 310713 4382 3762 3281 15934
56 565875 PM 312958 4455 3817 3305 16049
57 4570475 PM 314516 4514 3849 3321 16129
58 4571275 PM 317187 4624 3935 3350 16266
59 4571675 PM 318981 4701 3985 3369 16358
60 4574075 PM 31 9547 4847 4049 3374 16387
61 4574475 PM 320775 4911 4081 3387 16450
PROPERTI DECK WEIGHT DEPTH THICKNESS TOP FLANGE WIDTH BOTTOM FLANGE LAG AREA
UNITS PIT IN IN AN IN JIN








SCAN ID LOAD MANOMETER PT PT PT PT
PIT IN H2O IN IN IN IN
0000 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000
0112 0006 0001 0000 0000 0000
19099 0979 0004 0001 0010 0005
39761 2039 0011 0005 0024 0012
59754 3064 0018 0009 0035 0021
79636 4084 0025 0013 0046 0029
98064 5029 0029 0018 0053 0038
117053 6003 0032 0024 0059 0047
137604 7057 0035 0029 0065 0057
10 156255 8013 0037 0035 0069 0065
11 176025 9027 0038 0040 0070 0072
12 195683 10035 0038 0044 0070 0079
13 197340 10120 0037 0043 0067 0079
14 200363 10275 0037 0043 0068 0079
15 205160 10521 0037 0045 0068 0081
16 209859 10762 0038 0045 0068 0062
17 215436 11048 0038 0047 0068 0084
18 218342 11197 0038 0047 0068 0085
19 221579 11363 0038 0048 0068 0086
20 224601 11518 0037 0048 0067 0087
21 227721 11678 0035 0049 0065 0087
22 230178 11804 0035 04 0364 0089
23 232206 11908 0034 0050 0062 0089
24 235541 12079 0034 0051 0060 0089
25 238349 12223 0032 0051 0059 0090
26 242366 12429 0031 0052 0057 0091
27 244257 12526 0030 0052 0056 0092
28 246168 12624 0029 0054 0054 0093
29 248391 12738 0028 0054 0053 0093
30 252525 12950 0027 0055 0050 0094
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SCAN ID LOAD MANOMETER PT PT4 PT5 PT
PIF IN H2O IN IN IN IN
31 254085 13030 0026 0058 0049 0095
32 260111 13339 0023 0057 0045 0096
33 262353 13454 0022 0057 0042 0096
34 263699 13523 0021 0058 0041 0097
35 267267 13706 0020 0059 0037 0097
36 268496 13769 0019 0059 0036 0098
37 13855 0018 0059 0034 0098
38 272747 13987 0016 0060 0031 0098
39 278207 14267 0014 0060 0026 0098
40 282243 14474 0010 0060 0019 0098
41 282789 14502 0010 0060 0018 0098
42 285578 14645 0009 0060 0015 0098
43 289497 14840 0006 0060 0012 0098
44 290609 14903 0006 0060 0010 0098
45 293066 15029 0004 0061 0005 0098
46 295308 15144 0001 0061 0002 0098
47 296420 15201 0000 0061 0002 0098
48 297648 15264 0002 0061 0005 0098
49 300768 15424 0005 0061 0010 0098
50 302679 15522 0008 0061 0015 0098
51 305351 15659 0010 0061 0020 0098
52 306813 15734 0013 0061 0025 0098
53 308588 15825 0015 0061 0029 0098
54 310265 15911 0017 0060 0033 0098
55 310713 15934 0019 0060 0035 0098
56 312956 16049 0023 0060 0042 0097
57 314516 16129 0025 0060 0047 0097
58 317187 16266 0030 0060 0055 0095
59 31 8981 16358 0035 0060 0063 0095
60 319547 16387 0048 0056 0082 0090
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INFLECTION POINT INVESTIGATION TEST SUMMARY




PANEL TYPE STANDING SEAM PANEL 0435
SPAN 2250
PURLIN SPACING OC WITH DECK OVERHANG
LATERAL BRACING NONE
ANTIROLL CLIPS AT THE SUPPORTS OF BOTH PURLIN LINES
WEB STIFFENERS NONE
PURLIN ONENTATION TOP FLANGES OPPOSED
INSULATION IN BLANKET WITH FOAM BLOCKS
FAILURE MODE
POSITIVE MOMENT FAILURE OF NEAR PURLIN
EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD
PRESSURE 727 IN OF WATER
APPLIED UNE LOADING 14172 PLF
WEIGHT OF DECK 400 PLF
WEIGHT OF PURLIN 488 PLF
TOTAL APPLIED LOAD 15060 PLF
MAXIMUM MOMENT 8530 KIP IN
NEG MOMENT AT LAP 9907 KIP IN
SHEAR AT LAP 215 KIPS
PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD 506 KSI
INFLECTION POINT AS BRACEPOINT
MOMENT 5062390435 8320 KIPIN
PREDICTED UNE LOAD 14771 PLF
INFLECTION POINT NOT AS BRACEPOINT
MOMENT 5062390435 8320 KIPIN
PREDICTED UNE LOAD 14771 PLF
EXPERIMENTALLTHEORETICAL
FAILUREPREDICTED 1506014771 1020 LP BRACED
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RESULTS FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
TEST2ZSS LOINZSS3SPAN CH14
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURTIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 140 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 08993 IN 10441 IN LX 2070 IN
LIP ANGIE 41 41 LY 242
RADII IXY 505 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 05 IN 05 IN FLEXU141
FLANGETO WEB 02188IN 02188IN LE IN
FLANGE 2735 IN 2645 IN SE IN
PUILIN DEPTH 100625 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0083 IN
YIELD STRESS 506 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST2ZSS LOINZSS3SPAN CHI3
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 143 IN
OVERALL UPDIMENSION 09964IN 10176IN LX 2112IN
UPANGLE 490 450 LY 260IN
RADII IXY 533 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 04375 IN 04375 IN FLEXURAL STREN
FLANGE TO WEB 02656 IN 02658 IN LE 1980 IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2498 IN 2498 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 100625 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0084 IN OTHER PROPERTIES FOR CH 13
YIELD STRESS 506 KSI RX 38494 IN







PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY MIDDLE BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 171 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 10588 IN 10176 IN IX 2538 IN
LIP ANGLE 420 480 LY 323 IN
RADII IXY 649 IN
UPTO FLANGE 05 IN 05 IN FLEXURAL STREN
FLANGE TO WEB 02188 IN 02188 IN LE IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2847 IN 2715 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 100625 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0100 IN
YIELD STRESS 506 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST2ZSS LOINZSS3SPAN CHI7
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY MIDDLE BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 172 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 09815 IN 11272 IN LX 2541 IN
UP ANGLE 45 440 LY 325 IN
RADII IXY 652 IN
UPTO FLANGE 05 IN 05 IN FLEXURAL STREN
FLANGE TO WEB 021 88 IN 021 88 IN LE 2490IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2792 IN 2762 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 100625 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0100 IN
YIELD STRESS 506 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
88
TEST2ZSS LOINZSS3SPAN CH16
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 139IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 08728 IN 10425 IN LX 2063 IN
LIP ANGLE 420 430 LY 248 IN
RADII IXY 512 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 05 IN 05 IN FLEXU
FLANGETO WEB 02188IN 02188IN LE 11903IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2783 IN 2720 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 100625 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0082 IN
YIELD STRESS 506 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST2ZSS LOINZSS3SPAN CH15
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 141 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 08917 IN 1067 IN LX 2095 IN
LIP ANGLE 41 41 LY 255 IN
RADII IXY 523 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 05 IN 05 IN FLEXURAL STREN
FLANGE TO WEB 02188 IN 02188 IN LE 1943 IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2767 IN 2723 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 100625 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0083 IN
YIELD STRESS 506 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
PREDICTED THROUGH FASTENED CAPACITY ASD FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
1491 LBSFT XL67 249 LBSFT
89
TENSION TEST OF MATERIALS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM A37095
TEST DESGNATION CHIEF MIITSPAN TEST
SPEAMEN IDENTIFICATION MB CH 13
COUPON NUMBERS CH 13
DATE 41799
GAGE LENGTH IN 8010
TOTAL LENGTH IN 80
LENGTH BETV SHOIIDERS IN 100
THICKNESS IN 076
WIDTHON 1501
TEST SETUP TEST DATA
PROCEDURE TENSILE TEST OFFSET YIELD 48600 PSI
RANGE RATE 50000 PSIMM OFFSET YIELD 40300 PSI
END LEVEL 55000 PSI ININ YIELD 50800 PSI
RANGE RATE 10000 PSIMM
END LEVEL 02 ININ ULIMATE STRENGTH 78000 PSI
RANGE3 RATE 25000 PSIMM MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 371 KEL
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TENSION TEST OF MATERIALS
IN ACCORDANCE TH ASTM P37095
TEST DE CHIEF MULTISPAN TEST
SPECIMEN IDENTIFICATION MB CH 14
COUPON NUMBER CH 14
DATE 4799
GAGE LENGTH IN 8015
TOTAL LENGTH IN 80
LENGTH BET SHOULDERS IN 100
THICKNESS IN 0076
WIDTH IN 1500
TEST SETUP TEST DATA
PROCEDURE TENS TEST OFFSET YI 48300 PSI
RANGE RATE 50000 PSIMM OFFSET YIELD 50600 PSI
END LEVEL 55000 PSI ININ YIELD 51800 PSI
RANGE RATE 10000 PAMM
END LEVEL 02 ININ ULIMATE STRENGTH 77000 PSI
RANGE RATE 25000 PSIMM MODULUS OF ELASTIDTY 303 KS
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RESULTS FROM STIFFNESS MODEL
TEST ZSS
DECK TYPE STANDIR SEAM
SPANS 225 23TO LAP LENGTH
EXTENSION INTO TEST BAY
PUILIN DESIGNATION CHI3 CHI7 CHI5
LOAD APPLIED TO MODEL 100 PLF
TEST BAY SECTION PROPERTIES TEST BAY
MAX MOMENT 4735 KFT
IX 1875 IN MOMENTATENDOFLAP 5445 KFT
AG 125 IN SHEARATENDOFLAP 1427
LY 229 IN MOMENT AT SUPPORT 6922 KFT
SHEARATSUPPORT 1527
MIDDLE BAY SECTION PROPERTIES MAX DEFIBDION 07855 IN
LX 2542 IN LNFIEC POINT LOCATED AT 1943 FT FROM EXTENOR SUPPORT
72 IN MAX MOMENT LOCATED AT 9737 FT FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT
LY 325 IN MAX DEFLE LOCATED AT 109 FT FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT
UNBRUCED LENGTH TU BETWEEN AND LAP 457 FT 5484 IN
END BAY SCFION PROPERTIES
LX 1875 IN CB
AG 125 IN 25MM
1Y 229 IN
MMAX 5445 KFT
LAPSECTION PROPERTIES MA 1174 KFTMB 2479 KFT
LX 4415 IN MC 3916 KFT
AG 297 IN
LY 554 IN CB 1754
92
TEIID MICHAEL BYWIT
TE 250 FT 2112
SCAN ID TIME LOAD NEAR PURIN FAR PURLIN THEORETCAL MANOMETER LATERAL
DEFLECTION 7DC DEFLECTION BDC DEFLECTION DEFLECTION
IN IN IN INH2O IN
2334087 PM 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
235I387 PM 10924 0078 0075 0066 0560 0021
2354587PM 14859 0106 0101 0117 0762 0020
2370487 PM 19469 0149 0141 0153 1000 0026
2372687 PM 30246 0231 0215 0238 1551 0032
2374787 PM 35121 0273 0248 0276 1801 0037
2382187 PM 39115 0300 0281 0307 2006 0035
2391787 PM 43873 0343 0315 0345 2250 0040
2410087 PM 40511 0303 0364 0380 2530 0043
10 2087 PM 58910 0483 0428 0463 3021 0056
11 2433087 PM 64077 0534 0468 0503 3286 0069
12 2451687 PM 80246 0566 0506 0544 3551 0002
13 2465487 PM 73299 0830 0541 0576 3759 0006
14 2464687 PM 77528 0666 0574 0800 3976 0114
15 2483087 PM 82813 0743 0614 0651 4247 0131
16 244087 PM 88462 0704 0653 0866 4536 0133
17 2501787 PM 02740 0836 0696 0728 4756 0141
18 2512687 PM 07555 0896 0733 0766 5003 0156
10 2531187PM 102430 0062 0774 0805 5253 0172
20 2535287 PM 107246 1006 0807 0842 5500 0180
21 2543767 PM 112236 1057 0854 0882 5756 0197
22 2552387 PM 116879 1180 0803 0016 5694 0266
23 PM 119463 1240 0014 0038 6126 0313
24 2564587 PM 121048 1254 0027 0061 6208 0306
25 2565187 PM 123573 1275 0047 0071 6337 0308
26 2570787 PM 125042 2115 1006 0062 6A12 1070
27 2571387 PM 127333 2262 1027 1000 6530 1103
28 2572287 PM 128077 2403 1046 1013 6814 1307
20 2574387 PM 130015 2546 1073 1028 6714 1424
30 2560687 PM 132737 2586 1003 1043 6807 1445
31 256 PM 135028 2802 1127 1061 6925 1807
32 21987PM 136065 2028 1140 1060 6079 1704
33 259ZJ7PM 136113 2051 1147 1073 7006 1722
34 3002687PM 138110 3130 1173 1080 7106 1166
35 3004687 PM 140400 3371 1206 1104 7205 2029
36 3011487PM 141722 3569 1226 1113 7268 2197
37 3013087 PM 138004 4415 1241 1001 7123 2110
38 3014487 PM 138140 5750 1272 1065 7064 3720
JPROPEITIES
DECKWEI DEPIH THICIMM TOP FLANGE WIDTH BOITIMI FLANGE WIDTH AQ AREA
PIF IN URN UN IN IN UN
CH13 400 1006 0064 2760 2745 143 378





SCAN ID MANOMETER LOAD MAX MOM MAX MOM PT PT PT PT
NEAR FAR 5DC
IN H2O IN FT IN IN IN IFL IN
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0560 10924 0001 0004 00W 00CR 0001 0001 004007 14859 0001 0005 0003 0003 0001 0002 0060
1000 19499 0000 0007 0004 0003 0001 0003 0087
1551 30248 0001 0010 0005 0003 0001 0008 0140
1801 35121 0002 0011 0005 0001 0001 0010 0167
2006 39115 0003 0012 0003 0001 0002 0011 0193
2259 43873 0005 0012 0002 0000 0005 0014 0213
2539 49511 0009 0013 0000 0001 0008 0016 0246
10 021 58910 0023 0013 0006 0004 0014 0021 0300
11 3286 64077 0040 AOI 0010 0005 0017 0024 0326
12 3551 69246 0066 0010 0017 0009 0020 0027 03
13 759 73299 0075 0010 0023 0010 0025 0029 0373
14 3976 77528 0102 0009 0030 0013 0029 0031 0399
15 4247 813 0124 0006 0041 0014 0037 0033 0426
16 4536 88452 0136 0005 0047 0016 0043 0035 0480
17 4756 92740 0155 0004 0056 0018 0050 0037 0486
18 5003 97555 0183 0001 0068 0021 0060 0040 0513
19 5153 102430 0217 0003 0061 0023 0070 0042 0540
20 5500 107246 0237 0005 0092 0025 0079 0045 0566
21 5756 112238 0256 0008 0106 0027 0090 0047 0594
22 5994 115879 0369 0018 0131 0031 0101 0050 0619
23 6126 119483 0434 0026 0174 0033 0121 0050 0634
24 6208 121048 0438 0026 0178 0034 0125 0051 0648
25 6337 12A573 0442 0027 0183 0034 0129 0052 0661
26 6412 125042 1398 0101 0404 0052 0209 0063 0640
27 6530 127333 1407 0116 0444 0056 0230 0066 0640
28 6614 125977 1397 0134 0474 0062 0245 0069 0641
29 6714 130915 1398 0143 0509 0070 0265 0074 0639
30 6807 132737 1400 0148 0526 0072 0281 0075 0648
31 6925 135028 1402 0169 0550 0063 0294 0084 0664
32 6979 136085 1403 0184 0558 0088 0299 0088 0654
33 7006 136613 1404 0184 0564 0090 0304 0089 0654
34 7106 135610 1411 0211 0568 0099 0305 0097 0661
35 7105 140490 1A02 0240 0565 0110 0305 0105 0661
36 7268 141722 1332 0261 0577 0119 0218 0112 0653
37 7123 138904 1577 0326 0760 0132 0451 0123 0606
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INFLECTION POINT INVESTIGATION TEST SUMMARY




PANEL TYPE STANDING SEAM PANEL 0453
SPAN
PURLIN SPAANG OC WITH DECK OVERHANG
LATERAL BRAANG NONE
ANTIMIL CLIPS AT THE EXTERIOR SUPPORTS OF BOTH PURLIN LINES
WEB STIFFENERS NONE
1URLIN OTIENTATION TOP FLANGES OPPOSED
INSULATION IN BLANKET WITH FOAM BLOCKS
FAIWRE MODE
POSITIVE MOMENT FAILURE OF NEAR PURLIN
EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD
PRESSURE 1081 IN OF WATER
APPLIED UNE LOADING 21083 PLF
WEIGHTOFDECK 400 PLF
WEIGHT OF PURLIN 481 PIF
TOTAL APPLIED LOAD 21964 PLF
MAXIMUM MOMENT 11982 KIP IN
NEG MOMENT AT LAP 13716 KIP IN
SHEAR AT LAP 307 KIPS
PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD 875 KSI
INFLECTION POINT AS BRACEPOINT
MOMENT 8753150453 12486 KIPIN
PREDICTED LINE LOAD 22952 PIF
INFLECTION POINT NOT AS BRACEPOINT
MOMENT 8753150453 12486 KIPIN
PREDICTED LINE LOAD 22952 PLF
EXPERIMENTALPREDICTED
FAILUREPREDICTED 2196422952 0957 IF BRACED
























PURLIN CH21 PURLIN CH23
3565 3500
04 7132 1132J0 10 1132 0078
113 1132LL 090931 47
3509 35
PURLIN CHI9 PURLIN CH2O
100
RESULTS FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
TEST3CSS LOIN CSS3SPAN CH24
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 143 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 1025 IN 09489 IN IX 2163 IN
UP ANGIE 900 900 LY 228 IN
RADII IXY 023 IN
UP TO RANGE 03438 IN 03438 IN FIEXU
FLANGETO WEB 03438IN O34381N LE 11824IN
FLANGE WIDTH 3560 IN 3524 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 10 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0079 IN
YIELD STRESS 877 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST3CSS LOINCSS3SPAN CH22
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 142 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 0985 IN 0939 IN LX 2156 IN
LIP ANGLE 900 900 LY 226 IN
RADII IXY 023 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 03438 IN 03438 IN FLEXURAL STREN
FLANGE TO WEB 03438 IN 03438 IN LE 1809 IN
FLANGE WIDTH 3570 IN 3513 IN SE
PURLIN DEPTH 10 IN
PUILIN THICKNESS 0079 IN OTHER PROPERTIES FOR CH 22
YIELD STRESS 877 KSI RX 3889 IN







PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY MIDDLE BAY PURTIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 141 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 0989 IN 0943 IN LX 2131 IN
LIP ANGLE 900 900 LY 224 IN
RADII IXY 023 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 03438 IN 03438 IN FIEXUJF41
FLANGE TO WEB 03438 IN 03438 IN LE 1781 IN
FLANGEWIDTH 3570IN 3513IN SE LIINJ
PURLIN DEPTH 10 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 877 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST3CSS LOINCSS3SPAN CH23
PURTIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY MIDDLE BAY PUILIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 141 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 1025 IN 0948 IN LX 2138 IN
UP ANGLE 90 90 LY 226 IN
RADII IXY 022 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 03438 IN 03438 IN FLEXUG
FLANGETO WEB 03438IN 03438IN LE 117941N
FLANGE WIDTH 3560 IN 3524 IN SE
PURLIN DEPTH 10 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 877 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
102
TEST3CSS LOINCSS3SPAN CH19
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 141 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 1045 IN 0931 IN LX 2144 IN
LIP ANGLE 90 900 LY 228 IN
RADII IXY 023 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 03438 IN 03438 IN FLEXURAL STRENGTH
FLANGE TO WEB 03438 IN 03438 IN LE 1804 IN
FLANGE WIDTH 3565 IN 3509 IN SE 325 IN
PURLIN DEPTH 10 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 877 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST3CSS LOINCSS3SPAN CH2O
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 141 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 1081 IN 0947 IN IX 2130 IN
LIP ANGLE 900 900 LY 223 IN
RADII IXY 020 IN
UP TO FLANGE 03438 IN 03438 IN FLEXURAL STRENGTH
FLANGE TO WEB 03438 IN 03438 IN LE 1809 IN
FLANGE WIDTH 3500 IN 3515 IN SE 328 IN
PURTIN DEPTH 10 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 877 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
PREDICTED THROUGH FASTENED CAPACITY ASD FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
1903LBSIT XL67 3178 LBSFT
103
TENSION TEST OF MATERIALS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM A37095
TEST DEAGNATION CHIEF MULTISPAN TEST
SPEAMEN IDENTIFICATION MB CH 24
COUPON NUMBER
DATE 121898
GAGE LENGTH IN 8007
TOTAL LENGTH IN 80
LENGTH BETV SHOULDERS IN 100
THICKNESS IN 0079
WIDTH IN 1507
TEST SETUP TEST DATA
PROCEDURE TENSILE TEST OFFSET YIELD 87500 PSI
RANGE RATE 50000 PSIMM OFFSET YIELD 87700 PSI
END LEVEL 55000 PSI ININ YIELD 87700 PSI
RANGE RATE 10000 PUMM
END LEVEL 02 ININ ULIMATE STRENGTH 100700 PU
RANGE RATE 25000 PSIMM MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 360 KSI
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TENSION TEST OF MATERIALS
IN ACCORDANCE WFTFI ASTM A37095
TEST DE CHIEF MUTTISPAN TEST
SPEA MEN IDENTIFICATION MB CH 22
COUPON NUMBER
DATE 121898
GAGE LENGTH IN 7997
TOTAL LENGTH IN 80
LENGTH BET SHOULDERS IN 100
THICKNESS IN 0078
WIDTH IN 1505
TEST SETUP TEST DATA
PROCEDURE TENSILE TEST OFFSET YIELD 87600 PSI
RANGE RATE 50000 PSIMM OFFSET YIEID 87700 PSI
END LEVEL 55000 PSI MAN YIELD 87700 PSI
RANGE RATE 10000 PSIMM
END LEVEL 02 ININ ULIMATE STRENGTH 102500 PSI
RANGE RATE 25000 PSIMM MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 31 KA
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RESULTS FROM STIFFNESS MODEL
TEST CSS
DECK TYPE STANDING SEAM
SPANS 1245 125 123
TOTAL LAP LENGTH
EXTENMON INTE TEST BAY
PURLIN DE CH22
LOAD APPLIED TO MODEL 100
TEST BAY SECTION PROPERTIES TEST BAY
MAX MOMENT 4548 KFT
LX 2156 IN MOMENTATENDOFLAP 5204 KFT
AG 142 IN SHEARATENDOLLAP 1396
LY 226 IN MOMENT AT SUPPORT 6646 KFT
SHEARATSUPPORT 1496
MIDDLE BAY SECTION PROPERTIES MAX DEFLECTION 06168 IN
LX 2156 IN INFLECTION POINT LOCATED AT 190711 FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT
AG 142 IN MAX MOMENT LOCATED AT 95 FT FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT
LY 226 IN MAX DEFLECTION LOCATED AT 107111 FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT
UNBRACED LENGTH IU BETWEEN AND LAP 443 FT 5196 IN
END BAY SECTION PROPERTIES
LX 2156 IN L2SMMSX
142 IN CB 25
LY 226 IN
MMAX 5204 KFT
LAPSECTION PROPERTIES MA 1117 KFT
MB 2356 KFT
IX 4312 IN MC 3719 KFT
AG 284 IN
LY 452 IN CB 1761
106
TESTID TEST3CSS MICIUSI BTYAFLT
1121199TE 245 FT 2156 IFT
SCAN ID TIME LOAD NEAR PIZLIN FAR PURLIN THEORETICAL MANOMETER LATERAL
DEFLECTION 7DC DEFLECTION 9DC DEFLECTION DEFLECTION
IN IN IN IN H2O IN
122045AM 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001
122326 AM 6630 0036 0041 0045 0340 0010
1223 AM 9809 0056 0081 0066 0503 0012
122415AM 15854 0105 0101 0107 0813 0012
122429AM 19500 0127 0127 0132 1000 001612 25896 0178 0174 0175 1328 0016
122636AM 32019 0218 0213 0216 1842 0011
122644AM 34418 0239 0233 0233 1785 0013
122828 AM 38942 0267 0261 0263 1997 0013
10 123021 AM 43817 03CFL 0295 0296 2247 0011
11 123T37AM 48692 0338 0328 0329 2497 0006
12 123250AM 55146 0379 0374 0373 2828 0002
13 123339AM 59261 0A14 0407 0400 3039 0002
14 122528 AM 63960 DM3 0435 0432 3280 0012
15 122847 AM 69537 0A84 0A75 0A70 3566 0018
16 122746AM 73184 0514 0500 0494 3753 0025
17 122823 AM 75933 0533 0521 0513 3894 0023
18 122855 AM 78059 0547 0534 0527 4003 0029
19 12C43AM 82934 0576 0567 0560 4253 0050
20 124124 AM 86990 0610 0600 0588 4461 0053
21 1244 AM 93327 0653 0639 0631 4786 0068
22 124417AM 100820 0703 0693 0680 5160 0074
23 124421 AM 104598 0732 0720 0707 5364 0083
24 1247O1 AM 106139 0744 0733 0717 5443 0100
25 124744AM 109005 0766 0754 0736 5560 0106
26 12 111306 0779 0767 0752 5708 0112
27 124841 AM 113120 0794 0781 0764 5801 0116
28 115713 0814 0799 0782 5934 0114
29 124812 AM 117176 0822 0807 0792 6009 0126
30 124836AM 119185 0836 0820 0805 6111 0131
31 124W4AM 121115 0850 0833 0818 6211 0133
32 122016AM 122928 0864 0846 0831 6304 0132
33 125028 AM 124976 0878 0880 0844 6409 0136
34 125028AM 126226 0887 0873 0858 5509 0146
35 1251 28AM 129617 0907 0892 0876 6647 0154
36 125124AM 130865 0913 0899 0884 6711 0158
37 125204AM 132678 0927 0912 0895 5804 0173
38 125241 AM 134784 0941 0926 0911 6912 0179
39 12 AM 136617 0955 0940 0923 7006 0183
107
SCAN ID TIME LOAD NEAR PWLM FAR PURLIN THEORETICAL MANOMETER LATERAL
DEFLECTION DEFLECTION SK DEFLECTION DEFLECTION
IN IN IN H2O IN
40 125348AM 131978 0J 0924 0892 6788 0196
41 12534BAM 127569 0913 0868 0192 0194
42 125351 AM 120101 0864 0850 0811 61W 0187
43 125392AM 116183 0843 0828 0790 5994 0189
44 1258I2AM 140439 0984 0972 0949 7202 0229
45 125825AM 142545 0968 0988 0963 7310 0233
46 1258A7AM 144478 1011 0969 0976 7409 0251
47 125857AM 146367 1025 1012 0989 7506 0248
48 1259IOAM 148A15 1039 1026 1003 7611 0269
49 121926AM 150133 1053 1040 1019 7735 0267
50 126933AM 192471 1066 1053 1030 7819 0271
51 12STSAM 153992 1081 1059 1040 7897 0275
52 1200 155942 1096 1073 1054 7697 0278
53 120109AM 158106 1106 1063 1068 6108 0297
54 12012BAM 160056 1123 1106 1081 8206 0298
55 120202AM 192192 1137 1120 1096 8316 0304
56 1202I8AM 164034 1151 1126 1106 6A12 0309
57 120239AM 165809 1164 1139 1120 8503 0316
58 120306AM 168266 1187 1159 1137 8629 0322
56 120315AM 189962 1200 1173 1148 8717 0326
60 120329AM 172068 1222 1185 1163 6825 0333
61 120346AM 175817 1256 1213 1187 9006 0349
62 120420AM 178367 1278 1232 1205 9147 0365
63 120436AM 181370 1313 1253 1225 9301 0376
64 120492AM 184139 1333 1271 1244 9443 0392
65 120505AM 186479 1361 1286 1260 9563 0403
66 120520AM 187239 1367 1292 1265 9602 0409
67 120T01 AM 190359 1390 1312 1286 8762 0433
68 120T07AM 191939 1404 1326 1297 9843 0436
69 120W14AM 163109 1424 1333 1305 9903 0438
70 120629AM 195449 1445 1353 1321 10023 0456
71 120643AM 197340 1473 1366 1333 10120 0455
72 120650 AM 169739 1494 1378 1350 10243 0483
73 1206S5AM 201143 1514 1392 1359 10315 0472
74 120709AM 202917 1550 1405 1371 10406 0464
75 1207Z1 AM 205257 1571 1419 1387 10926 0492
76 120739AM 206915 1585 1431 1398 10611 0495
77 120753AM 209136 1867 1445 1413 10725 0439
78 120803 AM 210834 1739 1459 1425 10812 0400
79 120813AM 210306 1992 1455 1421 10785 0122
IPROPEFTLES DECKWEI DE IT THCLMEES ITOP FLANGE IBOFLOM FLANGE I1DI
UWS IN
CI 1000 0078 3570 3513 141 315
SELF WE FY






SCANID LOAD MAXMOM MAXMOM PT PT4 PT5 PT
NEAR FAR 5DC
IN IN IN IN IN IN IN
0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001
6630 0039 0033 0025 0021 0015 0012 0018
9809 0058 0051 0038 0032 0022 0018 0031
15854 0093 0084 0060 0056 0034 0031 0065
19500 0115 0106 0074 0072 0041 0040 0078
25896 0151 0144 0096 0100 0053 0055 0112
32019 0190 0180 0120 0127 0064 0071 0145
34418 0205 0196 0130 0138 0068 0077 0158
38942 0228 0221 0142 0158 0073 0090 0178
10 43817 0257 0251 0159 0181 0080 0104 0204
11 48692 0290 0283 0178 0204 0089 0117 0231
12 55146 0329 0322 0202 0234 0099 0135 0264
13 59281 0367 0357 0220 0260 0106 0152 0291
14 63960 0396 0388 0237 0283 0114 0166 0318
15 69537 0440 0428 0259 0312 0123 0186 0351
16 73184 0474 0459 0276 0336 0130 0202 0377
17 75933 0491 0478 0287 0351 0134 0212 0389
18 78059 0509 0495 0296 0363 0137 0221 0403
19 32934 0545 0531 0315 0390 0144 0239 0438
20 86990 0579 0563 0331 0415 0151 0257 0464
21 93327 0630 0614 0359 0453 0162 0284 0504
22 100620 0681 0659 0390 0489 0172 0310 0543
23 104598 0718 0689 0409 0514 0179 0327 0570
24 106139 0747 0724 0420 0538 0179 0346 0590
25 109005 0774 0752 0434 0557 0185 0359 0610
26 111306 0791 0769 0445 0570 0189 0368 0623
27 113120 0808 0785 0454 0583 01 0378 0636
28 115713 0826 0803 0465 0597 0198 0387 0649
29 117176 0839 0814 0473 0606 0201 0393 0663
30 119165 0860 0833 0485 0620 0206 0404 0676
31 121115 0875 0847 0494 0630 0210 0412 0687
32 122928 0896 0865 0506 0646 0215 0423 0696
33 124976 0910 0879 0516 0658 0218 0430 0709
34 126926 0927 0893 0526 0670 0223 0439 0722
35 129617 0958 0921 0543 0693 0229 0456 0742
36 130865 0967 0929 0549 0699 0231 0461 0749
37 132678 0989 0947 0561 0715 0236 0472 0769
38 134784 1008 0965 0571 0730 0240 0482 0783
39 136617 1027 0981 0582 0745 0244 0492 0796
109
SCANID LOAD MAXMOM MAXMOM PT PT4 PT6 PT
NEAR FAR 5DC
IN IN IN IN IN IN IN
40 131976 1031 0984 0575 0745 0236 0493 0796
41 127569 1012 0967 0560 0728 0228 0482 0775
42 120101 0976 0938 0532 0700 0214 0464 0736
43 116883 0960 0925 0520 0687 0207 0455 0723
44 140439 1077 1041 0598 0790 0238 0526 0849
45 142545 1096 1056 0608 0804 0241 0537 0862
46 144476 1116 1074 0620 0820 0246 0548 0884
47 146367 1130 1086 0628 0831 0249 0556 0891
48 148415 1147 100 0639 0845 0253 0566 0909
49 150833 1168 1118 0650 0861 0258 0578 0924
50 152471 1182 1130 0659 0872 0261 0586 0936
51 153992 1211 1148 0671 0889 0264 0598 0949
52 155942 1231 1169 0682 0907 0269 0610 0962
53 158106 1247 1185 0693 0922 0272 0623 0984
54 160056 1265 1199 0704 0936 0276 0632 0995
55 162162 1290 1220 0716 0953 0280 0646 1009
56 164034 1307 1233 0726 0966 0283 0656 1022
57 165809 1331 1250 0738 0982 0286 0666 1036
58 168266 1354 1268 0752 1000 0291 0680 1056
59 169982 1375 1281 0761 1012 0294 0689 1068
60 172088 1430 1301 0778 1027 0296 0700 1088
61 175617 1489 1336 0805 1057 0302 0722 1123
62 178367 1546 1368 0829 1088 0308 0744 1150
63 181370 1604 1399 0851 1112 0313 0763 1182
64 184139 1638 1424 0872 1134 0320 0779 1207
65 186479 1705 1450 0895 1155 0324 0796 1234
66 187239 1727 1464 0906 1168 0327 0808 1243
67 190359 1761 1494 0928 1198 0335 0831 1276
68 191939 1794 1508 0938 1209 0338 0839 1289
69 193109 1839 1523 0956 1220 0342 0848 1303
70 195449 1908 1544 0977 1240 0346 0864 1330
71 197340 1967 1569 1001 1261 0351 0881 1349
72 199739 2009 1587 1019 1278 0357 0894 1369
73 201143 2064 1601 1035 1291 0359 0905 1389
74 202917 2186 1626 1070 1313 0365 0924 1408
75 205257 2252 1654 1101 1342 0374 0946 1435
76 206915 2274 1674 1116 1356 0378 0958 1454
77 209138 2576 1682 1179 1369 0391 0969 1469
78 210834 2875 1700 1253 1378 0413 0974 1489
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INFLECTION POINT INVESTIGATION TEST SUMMARY




PANEL TYPE THROUGH FASTENED PANEL
SPAN 1246 125O 123O
PURTIN SPACING OC WITH DECK OVERHANG
LATERAL BRACING NONE
ANTIROLL CLIPS AT THE EXTERIOR SUPPORTS OF BOTH PURLIN LINES
WEB STIFFENERS NONE
PURLIN ORIENTATION TOP FLANGES OPPOSED
INSULATION NONE
FAILURE MODE
COMBINED SHEAR BENDING AT LAP OF NEAR PURLIN
EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD
PRESSURE 1436 IN OF WATER
APPLIED LINE LOADING 28008 PLF
WEIGHT OF DECK 400 PLF
WEIGHT OF PURLIN 399 P11
TOTAL APPLIED LOAD 28807 PLF
MADRRUIMPOS MOMENT 15715 KIP IN
NEG MOMENTAT LAP 17989 KIP IN
SHEAR AT LAP 402 KIPS
PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD 750 KSI
INFLECTION POINT AS BRACEPOINT
COMBINED SHEAR BENDING
NEG MOMENTAT LAP 18150 KIP IN
SHEARATLAP 410 KIPS
PREDICTED LINE LOAD 26669 PLF
INFLECTION POINT NOT AS BRACEPOINT
COMBINED SHEAR BENDING
NEG MOMENTATLAP 17910 KIP IN
SHEAR AT LAP 406 KIPS
PREDICTED LINE LOAD 26369 PLF
EXPENRNENTALPREDICTSD
FAILUREPREDICTED 2880826669 1080 LP BRACED
FAILUREPREDICTED 28808126369 1092 IP NOT BRACED
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RESULTS FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
TEST CTF IN 0TE SPAN CH 27
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 117 IN
OVERALL LIP DIMENSION 0981 IN 0972 IN IX 1132 IN
LIPANGLE 900 900 LY 135IN
RADII IXY 004 IN
UPTO FLANGE 03125 IN 03125 IN FLEXU
FLANGETOWEB 03125IN 03125IN LE J1028IN131FLANGE WIDTH 2925 IN 2982 IN SE
PURLIN DEPTH IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 75 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST CTF IN CTF SPAN CH 30
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY REST BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 1L8IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 0985 IN 0960 IN LX 1148 IN
UPANGLE 900 900 LY 138IN
RADII IXY 008 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 03125 IN 03125 IN FLEXU
FLANGE TO WEB 03125 IN 03125 IN LE 1041 IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2957 IN 2975 IN SE
PURLIN DEPTH IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0079 IN OTHER PROPERTIES FOR CH 30
YIELD STRESS 753 KSI RX 31154 IN







PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATENAL PROPERTIES BAY MIDDLE BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 1L8IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 0950 IN 0935 IN IX 1148 IN
LIP ANGLE 900 900 LY 138 IN
RADII IXY 009 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 03125 IN 031 25 IN FLEXUJ
FLANGETOWEB 03125IN 03125IN LE IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2985 IN 2983 IN SE
PURLIN DEPTH IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0079 IN
YIELD STRESS 752 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST CTF IN CTF SPAN CH 26
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY MIDDLE BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 1L7IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 0962 IN 0940 IN LX 1137 IN
UPANGLE 900 90 LY 138IN
RADII IXY 008 IN
UPTO FLANGE 03125 IN 03125 IN FLEXU
FLANGETO WEB 03125IN 03125IN LE IN131
FLANGE WIDTH 2983 IN 2995 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 752 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
118
TEST CTF IN CTF SPAN CH 29
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATENAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 118 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 0999 IN 0953 IN IX 1152 IN
UP ANGLE 900 900 LY 140 IN
RADII IXY 010 IN
UPTO FLANGE 03125 IN 03125 IN FLEXU
FLANGE TO WEB 03125 IN 03125 IN LE IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2975 IN 2980 IN SE IN
PUILIN DEPTH IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0079 IN
YIELD STRESS 752 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST CTF IN CTF SPAN CH 28
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 118 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 0950 IN 0931 IN LX 1147 IN
UPANGLE 900 900 LY 01GM
RADII IXY 446 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 03125 IN 03125 IN FLEXURAL STREN
FLANGETO WEB 03125IN 03125IN LE 1038IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2984 IN 2975 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0079 IN
YIELD STRESS 752 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
PREDICTED THROUGH FASTENED CAPACITY ASD FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
1573LBSFT XL67 2627 LBSFT
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TENSION TEST OF MATERIALS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM A37095
TEST DESIGNATION CHIEF MUTTISPAN TEST
SPEA MEN IDENTIFICATION MB CH 27
COUPON NUMBER
DATE 1211898
GAGE LENGTH IN 7991
TOTAL LENGTH IN 80
LENGTH BETWEEN SHOULDERS IN 100
THICKNESS IN 0079
WIDTH IN 1507
TEST SETUP TEST DATA
PROCEDURE TENSILE TEST OFFSET YIELD 74300 PS
RANGE RATE 50000 PSIMM OFFSET YIELD 75000 PSI
ENDLEVEL 55000PSI SININYIELD 7SLOOPSI
RANGE RATE 10000 PAMM
END LEVEL 02 ININ ULIMATE STRENGTH 86000 PSI
RANGE RATE 25000 PSIMM MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 276 KSI
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TENSION TEST OF MATERIALS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM A37095
TEST DESGNATION CHIEF MULTISPAN TEST
SPEAMEN IDENTIFICATION MB CH 30
COUPON NUMBER
DATE 32399
GAGE LENGTH IN 7994
TOTAL LENGTH IN 80
LENGTH BET SHOULDERS IN 100
THICKNESS IN 0079
WIDTH IN 1504
TEST SETUP TEST DATA
PROCEDURE TENSILE TEST OFFSET YIELD 74600 PSI
RANGE RATE 50000 PSIMM OFFSET YIELD 75300 PSI
END LEVEL 55000 PSI INIIN YIELD 75300 PSI
RANGE RATE 10000 PSLMIN
END LEVEL 02 ININ ULIMATE STRENGTH 91400 PSI
RANGE RATE 25000 PSILMIN MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 244 KSI
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RESULTS FROM STIFFNESS MODEL
TEST CTF
DECK TYPE THROUGH FA
SPANS 10245 10251023
TOTEL LAP LENGTH
EXTENSION INTO TEST BAY
PURTIN DESIGNATION CH3O
LOAD APPLIED TO MODEL 100 PLF
TEST BAY SECTION PROPERTIES TEST BAY
MAX MOMENT 4547 KFT
IX II IN MOMENTATENDOFLAP 5204 KFT
AG 118 IN SHEERATENDOFLAP 1396
LY 138 IN MOMENT AT SUPPORT 6648 KFT
SHEARATSUPPORT 1496
MIDDLE BAY SECTION PROPERTIES MAX DEFLECTION 1179 IN
IX 1148 IN INFLECTION POINT LOCATED AT 1907 FT FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT
AG 118 IN MAX MOMENT LOCATED AT 95 FT FROM EXTETIOR SUPPORT
LY 138 IN MAX DEFLECTION LOCATED AT 1071 FT FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT
UNBRACEDIER QUBET AND LAP 443FF 5196 IN
END BAY SECTION PROPERTIES





LAP SECTION PROPERTIES MA 1117 KFTMB 2358 KFT
IX 2296 IN MC 3719 KFT
AG 236 IN
LY 276 IN CB 1761
122
TEST ID TEST CTF MICIAEL BRYANT
1F29199
TEST SPAN 245 FT 1132 IN
SCAN ID TIME LOAD NEAR PURLIN FAR PURLIN THEORETICAL MANOMETER
DEFLEDION 9DC DEFLECTION 7DC DEFLECTION
PIF IN IN IN IN H2O
1385501 PM 0059 0001 0001 0001 0003
405801 PM 6754 0085 0081 0080 0348
1410901 PM 9867 0126 0120 0117 0506
1422701 PM 14272 0175 0174 0170 0732
1431563PM 23669 0295 0287 0282 1214
43 4463 PM 26606 0330 0320 0317 1364
1440263 PM 31598 0392 0374 0376 1620
1440963 PM 34476 0427 0407 0410 1768
1445863 PM 39293 0484 0460 0467 2015
10 1460833 PM 43873 0540 0513 0522 2250
11 146 5833 PM 49335 0604 0580 0587 2530
12 1474015 PM 53916 0680 0633 0641 2765
13 48 1715 PM 58615 0723 0693 0697 3006
14 1485789 PM 64019 0784 0754 0762 3283
15 14A2889 PM 67425 0828 0792 0802 3458
16 1501982 PM 73944 0905 0866 0880 3792
17 1504682 PM 78702 0961 0927 0936 4036
18 151 2082 PM 83107 1009 0980 0989 4262
18 1524259 PM 89382 1088 1054 1064 4584
20 1531459PM 93 1136 1100 1114 4801
21 1534059 PM 97613 1185 1147 1161 5006
22 1544051 PM 103311 1256 1213 1229 5298
23 1551451 PM 107129 1301 1259 1275 5494
24 1564818 PM 112416 1361 1320 1337 5765
25 1582118PM 117230 1423 1381 1395 6012
26 1585768 PM 122400 1486 1440 1456 6277
27 1593068 PM 126922 1543 1494 1510 6509
28 2000268 PM 132033 1605 1553 1571 6771
29 2003668 PM 136872 1663 1606 1626 7009
30 2012491 PM 141313 1718 1667 1681 7247
31 201 3291 PM 143660 1746 1692 709 7367
32 2020991 PM 146856 1788 1733 1745 7521
33 2030987 PM 151355 1844 1787 1801 7762
34 2032587 PM 153293 1872 1811 1824 7861
35 2033687 PM 156993 1914 1854 1868 8051
36 2043282 PM 160185 1964 1896 1906 8214
37 2045082 PM 164804 2020 1949 1961 8452
38 2052482 PM 168094 2062 1990 2000 8620
39 2055282 PM 170502 2098 2023 2029 8744
40 206 PM 171501 2111 2031 2040 8795
41 2070487 PM 175553 2161 2084 2089 9003
42 2075387 PM 178608 2202 2118 2125 9159
43 2080287 PM 179724 2217 2132 2138 9217
44 2083687PM 181545 2244 2152 2160 9310
45 2083687 PM 183659 2272 2178 2185 9418
46 2093961 PM 185244 2294 2196 2204 9500
47 2095961 PM 188005 2328 2230 2237 9641
48 21 PM 189532 2349 2245 2255 9720
49 210 PM 191178 2377 2265 2275 9804
50 2103561 PM 193231 2407 2291 2299 9909
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ID TIME LOAD NEAR PURLIN FAR PURLIN THEORETICAL MANOMETER
DEFLDION 9DC DEFLEDION 7DC DEFLECTION
PIF IN IN IN IN H2C
51 2105461 PM 195156 2434 2317 2322 10008
52 2112378PM 197223 2482 2339 2346 10114
53 2114478PM 199095 2491 2363 2369 10210
54 211 5578 PM 199914 2504 2370 2379 10252
55 2121078 PM 201338 2525 2384 2395 10325
56 2122878 PM 202391 2539 2397 2408 10379
57 2122878 PM 203034 2553 2410 2416 10412
58 2125687 PM 205082 2581 2431 2440 10517
59 2130287 PM 207383 2611 2457 2487 10635
60 2131287 PM 210132 2652 2484 2500 10776
61 2131987 PM 211205 2671 2497 2513 10831
62 2133A87 PM 212550 2893 2518 2529 10900
63 2140587 PM 214656 2728 2538 2554 11008
64 2143744 PM 216899 2763 2563 2581 11123
65 2144844 PM 219063 2798 2591 2806 11234
66 2145744 PM 220838 2626 2811 2827 11325
67 2151244PM 222417 2854 2832 2646 11406
88 2152244 PM 224640 2890 2657 2673 11520
69 2153344PM 226824 2926 2884 2899 11832
70 2153944 PM 228638 2989 2704 2720 11725
71 2154944 PM 230393 2994 2731 2741 11815
72 2155944 PM 231485 3015 2744 2754 11870
73 2161144PM 232228 3037 2750 2763 11909
74 2164844 PM 234096 3077 2777 2785 12005
75 2175384 PM 236106 3121 2797 2809 12108
78 2182884 PM 238212 3189 2824 2834 12216
77 2183884 PM 240377 3211 2850 2860 12327
78 2184884 PM 242151 3254 2870 2881 12418
79 2185684 PM 244140 3309 2889 2905 12520
80 2190784 PM 248207 WI 2911 2929 12626
81 247845 3443 2929 2949 12710
82 21931 84 PM 248723 ASOS 2936 2959 12755
83 2193984 PM 250380 3582 2951 2979 12840
84 2194484PM 247611 3832 2914 2946 12698
85 2201784 PM 280080 3889 3315 3332 14363
PROPERTIES WD DECK DEPTH JT THICKNM TOP FIAR FIAE WIDTH AG AREAWIDTIJBOUOM
LUNITE PIF IN IN IN TIN IN
CH27 400 800 0078 2925 2982 117
SELF
WEIGHJW1 S6T





SCAN ID MANOMETER LOAD MAX MOM MAX MOM PT PT PT PT
NEAR FAR
IN H2O PIF IN IN IN IN IN IN
0003 0059 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
0346 6754 0061 0046 0042 0025 0026 0009
0506 9867 0091 0068 0059 0036 0037 0015
0732 14272 0129 0097 0083 0054 0052 0024
1214 23689 0203 0153 0132 0090 0079 0041
1384 26606 0226 0170 0147 0102 0088 0048
1620 31598 0262 0196 0171 0119 0100 0057
1768 34476 0282 0211 0185 0129 0108 0063
2015 39293 0316 0236 0206 0145 0120 0071
10 2250 43873 0348 0259 0228 0160 0132 0078
11 2530 49335 0386 0287 0252 0176 0145 0086
12 2765 53916 0419 0309 0275 0191 0157 0094
13 3006 58615 0453 0333 0298 0206 0170 0103
14 3283 64019 0489 0359 0324 0223 0183 0112
15 3458 67425 0516 0376 0343 0235 0195 0118
16 3792 73944 0558 0406 0373 0255 0212 0128
17 4036 78702 0590 0429 0396 0270 0226 0136
18 4262 83107 0620 0450 0417 0284 0239 0144
19 4584 89392 0666 0481 0452 0305 0258 0155
20 4801 93620 0692 0501 0471 0318 0267 0100
21 5006 97613 0722 0520 0493 0331 0281 0168
22 5298 103311 0759 0546 0521 0348 0297 0177
23 5494 107129 0789 0566 0544 0362 0312 0183
24 5765 112416 0824 0591 0570 0378 0325 0192
25 6012 117230 0859 0613 0597 0394 0340 0201
26 6277 122400 0892 0635 0622 0409 0356 0209
27 6509 126922 0926 0658 0649 0424 0373 0216
28 6771 132033 0964 0680 0678 0441 0391 0225
29 7009 136672 0997 0702 0704 0455 0407 0233
30 7247 141313 1033 0724 0733 0472 0422 0241
31 7367 143660 1050 0734 0746 0479 0431 0245
32 7521 148656 1076 0750 0767 0488 0442 0250
33 7762 151355 1112 0772 0796 0503 0458 0259
34 7861 153293 1128 0781 0809 0510 0466 0262
35 5051 156993 1156 0796 0830 0521 0479 0267
36 8214 160165 1189 0813 0855 0533 0495 0273
37 8452 164804 1225 0833 0884 0547 0513 0281
38 8620 188094 1260 0851 0911 0558 0530 0286
39 8744 170502 1284 0863 0930 0567 0542 0291
40 8795 171501 1299 0871 0942 0572 0548 0293
41 9003 175553 1328 0888 0966 0584 0563 0300
42 9159 178608 1360 0903 0991 0594 0579 0305
43 9217 179724 1370 0908 1000 0598 0584 0306
44 9310 181545 1392 0918 1016 0605 0594 0309
45 9418 183659 1413 0929 1032 0612 0605 0313
46 9500 185244 1428 0937 1044 0618 0613 0316
47 9641 188005 1451 0947 1062 0625 0625 0320
48 9720 189532 1465 0954 1074 0630 0633 0322
49 9804 191176 1485 0962 1090 0637 0645 0325
50 9909 193231 1510 0973 1109 0644 0659 0329
125
SCAN ID MANOMETER LOAD MAX MOM MAX MOM PT PT PT PT
NEAR FAR
IN H2O P11 IN IN IN IN IN IN
51 10008 195156 1533 0982 1127 0651 0672 0333
52 10114 197223 1561 0995 1150 0659 0687 0336
53 10210 199095 1581 1005 1166 0665 0698 0339
54 10252 199914 1591 1009 1174 0668 0704 0341
55 10325 201338 1607 1015 1187 0673 0713 0343
56 10379 202391 1622 1023 1200 0678 0721 0345
57 10412 203034 1633 1026 1209 0680 0728 0347
58 10517 205082 1648 1034 1222 0686 0736 0349
59 10635 207383 1669 1043 1240 0693 0749 0352
60 10776 210132 1706 1056 1271 0703 0771 0357
61 10831 211205 1724 1063 1286 0708 0783 0359
62 10900 212550 1749 1072 1306 0714 0798 0362
63 11008 214656 1782 1085 1332 0721 0815 0365
64 11123 216899 1817 1097 1360 0730 0837 0368
65 11234 219063 1840 1107 1380 0737 0849 0372
66 11325 220838 1866 1115 1402 0743 0866 0375
67 11406 222417 1896 1124 1428 0750 0885 0378
68 11520 224640 1923 1133 1452 0756 0902 0381
69 11632 226824 1960 1144 1482 0765 0925 0384
70 11725 228638 1989 1153 1508 0770 0943 0387
71 11815 230393 2027 1162 1541 0778 0968 0389
72 11870 231405 2056 1169 1564 0782 0984 0392
73 11909 232226 2079 1174 1583 0786 0998 0393
74 12005 234098 2130 1185 1624 0794 1027 0396
75 12108 236106 2186 1197 1670 0801 1057 0399
76 12216 238212 2228 1206 1705 0807 1081 0401
77 12327 240377 2269 1213 1740 0812 1105 0403
78 12418 242151 2313 1219 1777 0817 1132 0404
79 12520 244140 2377 1225 1830 0822 1172 0405
80 12626 246207 2453 1230 1892 0828 1218 0405
81 12710 247845 2556 1233 1974 0831 1279 0403
82 12755 248723 2656 1232 2051 0830 1337 0398
83 12840 250380 2760 1230 2134 0830 1399 0393
84 12698 247611 3238 1176 2546 0791 1735 0348
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INFLECTION POINT INVESTIGATION TEST SUMMARY




PANEL TYPE STANDING SEAM 0435
SPAN 2300
PURLIN SPACING OC WITH DECK OVERHANG
LATERAL BRACING NONE
ANTIROLL CLIPS AT THE SUPPORTS OF BOTH PURTIN LINES
WEB STIFFENERS NONE
PURLIN ONENTATION TOP FLANGES OPPOSED
INSULATION FOAM BLOCKS
FAILURE MODE
POSITIVE MOMENT FAILURE OF NEAR PURLIN
EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD
PRESSURE 520 IN OF WATER
APPLIED LINE LOADING 0478 PLF
WEIGHT OF DECK 400 PIT
WEIGHT OF PURLIN 406 PIT
TOTAL APPLIED LOAD 11284 PIT
MAXIMUM MOMENT 8178 KIP IN
NEG MOMENT AT LAP 12568 KIP IN
SHEARATLAP 19758 KIPS
PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD 696 KSI
INHLECUON POINT AS BRACEPOINT
MOMENT 6962660435 8053 KIPIN
PREDICTEDUNELOAD 11152P1F
INFIEDION POINT NOT AS BRACEPOINT
MOMENT 6962660435 8053 KIPIN
PREDICTED LINE LOAD 11152 PLF
EXPERIMENTALLPREDICTD
FAILUREPREDICTED 11284111152 1012 LP BRACED
FAILUREPREDICTED 1128411152 1012 IP NOT BRACED
130
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RESULTS FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
TEST ZSS 85 IN ZSS SPAN IP
PURTIN GEOMETRY AND MATEILAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURTIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 118 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 10835 IN 10704 IN LX 1261 IN
UP ANGLE 500 500 LY 198 IN
RADII IXY 362 IN
UP TO FLANGE 02813 IN 02813 IN FLEXURAL STREN
FLANGE TO WEB 02188 IN 02188 IN LE 1164 IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2525 IN 2420 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 85 IN
PWIIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 696 KSI
MODILUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST ZSS 85 IN ZSS SPAN IP
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATENAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 119 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 11096 IN 1113 IN IX 1275 IN
UPARIGIE 500 490 LY 208 IN
RADII IXY 374 IN
UP TO FLANGE 02813 IN 02813 IN FLEXU
FLANGE TO WEB 02188 IN 02188 IN LE IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2511 IN 2485 IN SE
PURLIN DEPTH 85 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN OTHER PROPERTIES FOR IP
YIELDSTRESS 696 KSI RX 32729 IN






TEST ZSS 85 IN ZSS SPAN IP
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 1181N
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 10587 IN 11389 IN LX 1265 IN
UP ANGLE 500 490 LY 201 IN
RADII IXY 365 IN
UPTO FLANGE 02813 IN 03813 IN
FLANGETO WEB O2188IN 02188IN LE I1168IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2489 IN 2450 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 85 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 696 KSI
MODULUS OF EIASTICITY 29500 KAL
TEST ZSS 85 IN ZSS SPAN IP
PURTIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 1L9IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 109 IN 112 IN LX 1279 IN
UPANGLE 500 500 LY 211 IN
RADII IXY 377 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 02813 IN 02813 IN FLEXUJ
FLANGETOWEB 02188IN 02188IN LE I1182IFL
FLANGE WIDTH 254 IN 2501 IN SE IN
PURTIN DEPTH 85 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 696 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
PREDICTED THROUGH FASTENED CAPACITY ASD FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
91SLBSFL XL67 1528 LBSFT
134
TENSION TEST OF MATERIALS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM A37095
TEST DE TEST
SPEAMEN IDENTIFICATION IP T1A
COUPON NUMBER TIA
DATE 4799
GAGE LENGTH IN 7994
TOTAL LENGTH IN 80
LENGTH BETV SHOULDERS IN 100
THICKNESS IN 0077
WIDTH IN 1501
TEST SETUP TEST DATA
PROCEDURE TENSILE TEST 1OFFSETYI 70100 PSI
RANGE RATE 50000 PSIMM 2OFFSETYIELD 71500 PSI
END LEVEL 55000 PSI ININ YIELD 71500 PSI
RANGE RATE 10000 PSIMM
END LEVEL 02 ININ ULIMATE STRENGTH 79600 PSI
RANGE RATE 25000 PSIMM MODULUS OF ELASTIATY 294 KSI
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TENSION TEST OF MATERIALS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM A37095
TEST DESIGNATION TEST




TOTAL LENGTH IN 80
LENGTH BETWEEN SHOULDERS IN 100
THICKNESS IN 0077
WIDTH IN 1502
TEST SETUP TEST DATA
PROCEDURE TENSILE TEST OFFSET YIELD 69100 PSI
RANGE RATE 50000 PSIMM OFFSET YIELD 69500 PSI
END LEVEL 55000 PSI ININ YIELD 69400 PSI
RANGE RATE 10000 PSIMM
END LEVEL 02 ININ ULIMATE STRENGTH 78300 PSI
RANGE3 RATE 25000 PSIMM MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 369 KSI
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RESULTS FROM STIFFNESS MODEL
TEST ZSS
DECK TYPE STANDING SEAM
SPANS 230
TOTAL LAP LENGTH
EXTENSON INTO TEST BAY
PURLIN DESIGNATION IPI
LOAD APPLIED TO MODEL 100 PIF
TEST BAY SECTION PROPERTIES TEST BAY
MAX MOMENT 6043 KFT
IX 1275 IN MOMENTATENDOLLAP 9282 KFT
AG 119 IN SHEARATENDOFLAP 1751
LY 208 IN MOMENT AT SUPPORT 12028 KFT
SHEAR AT SUPPORT 1901
MAX DEFLECTION 1886 IN
INFLECTION POINT LOCATED AT 2198 FT FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT
END BAY SECTION PROPERTIES MAX MOMENT LOCATED AT 110 FT FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT
MAX DEFLECTION LOCATED AT 12525 FT FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT






LAP SECTION PROPERTIES MA 922 KFT
MB 4112 KFT
LX 255 IN MC 6567 KFT
AG 238 IN
LY 416 IN CB 1782
137
TE ID TE Z3S MIDUEL BRYANT
31799
TEETSPANL 300 FT IX 1275 IN
SCAN ID TIME LOAD NEARPURLIN FAR PURLIN THEORETICAL MANOMETER
DEFIEDION 9DC DELLEDION 7DC DEFLEDION
PIT IN IN IN H2O
4042256 PM 000 0000 00
4042256 PM 4312 085 08 0893 21
41712 75 PM 6367 13 12 1319 32
421 5075 PM 7254 16 14 36
4223475PM 8262 18 16 1712 41
4231675 PM 9269 37 19 1921 46
4242075 PM 10115 47 21 2096 50
4262875 PM 10478 2171 52
SCAN ID LOAD MANOMETER MAX MOM MAX MOM PT 83 PT 84 PT PT 86
NEAR FAR
PIT IN H2O IN IN IN IN IN
000 00 0000 0000 0000 0000
4312 21 006 0041 0054 0031 0041
6367 32 0026 009 0056 0065 0042 0064
7254 36 0018 065 0057 0096 0040 0074
8262 41 0001 0113 0049 0107 0031 0081
9269 46 0991 0127 0312 0149 0186 0122
10115 50 0682 0145 0420 0163 0274 0139
10478 52
MGIT ID DE IT THICIMESA TOP FLAR WDH BC FHNGE WISH
UNIS IN IN IN
IPI 400 850 0078 2511
JAA AM SELF WEI IFY
IN
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INFLECTION POINT INVESTIGATION TEST SUMMARY




PANEL TYPE STANDING SEAM 0435
SPAN 230O
PURLIN SPACING OC WITH DECK OVERHANG
LATERAL BRACING NONE
ANTIROLL CLIPS AT THE SUPPORTS OF BOTH PURLIN LINES
WEB STIFFENERS NONE
PURLIN ORIENTATION TOP FLANGES OPPOSED
INSULATION FOAM BLOCKS
FAILURE MODE
POSITIVE MOMENT FAILURE OF NEAR PURLIN
EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD
PRESSURE 510 IN OF WATER
APPLIED UNE LOADING 1028 PLF
WEIGHTOFDECK 400 PLF
WEIGHT OF PURLIN 402 PLF
TOTAL APPLIED LOAD 11082 PLF
MAXIMUM MOMENT 8033 KIP IN
NEG MOMENT AT LAP 12353 KIP IN
SHEAR AT LAP 19405 KIPS
PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD 696 KSI
INFIECUON POINT AS BIACSPOINT
MOMENT 6962620435 8053 KIPIN
PREDICTEDUNELOAD 11149P1F
INFLECTION POINT NOT AS BRACEPOINT
MOMENT 6962620435 8053 KIPIN
PREDICTED UNE LOAD 11149 PLF
EXPENMENTALLPREDICTED
FAILUREPREDICTED 11082111149 0994 IP BRACED
FAILUREPREDICTED 11082111149 0994 LP NOT BRACED
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Z85 PURLIN LCA LIONS
1P7 1P6
I1 II
RILBS I3AY NEAR LINE
TEST ZSS Z85 MEASURED DIMENSIONS
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RESULTS FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
TEST ZSS 85 IN ZSS SPAN IP
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURTIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 118 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 10613 IN 10229 IN LX 1262 IN
LIP ANGLE 500 490 LY 197 IN
RADII IXY 361
LIP TO FLANGE 02813 IN 02813 IN FLEXU
FLANGETO WEB 02188IN O2188IN LE I1165IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2496 IN 2493 IN SE
PURLIN DEPTH 85 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 696 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST ZSS 85 IN ZSS SPAN IP
PURTIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 118 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 11687 IN 11031 IN LX 1270 IN
LIPANGLE 490 450 LY 213IN
RADII IXY 378 IN
LIPTO FLANGE 02813 IN 02813 IN FLEXURAL STREN
FLANGE TO WEB 02188 IN 02188 IN LE 1184 IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2500 IN 2510 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 85 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0077 IN OTHER PROPERTIES FOR IP
YIELD STRESS 696 KSI IX 32768 IN






TEST ZSS 85 IN ZSS SPAN IP
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 117 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 10535 IN 10859 IN LX 1255 IN
LIP ANGLE 500 480 LY 193 IN
RADII IXY 357 IN
LIP TO RANGE 02813 IN 03813 IN FLEXU
FLANGETO WEB 02188IN 02188IN LE IN131FLANGE WIDTH 2445 IN 2455 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 85 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 698 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST ZSS 85 IN ZSS SPAN IP
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 118 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 10581 IN 1LOOSIN IX 1268 IN
UPANGLE 50 500 LY 2O2IN
RADII
IXY 367
LIP TO FLANGE 02813 IN 02813 IN FLEXU
FLANGE TO WEB 02188 IN 02188 IN LE 1170 IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2489 IN 2503 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 85 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 696 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
PREDICTED THROUGH FASTENED CAPACITY ASD FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
88OLBSFT XL67 1470 LBSFT
145
TENSION TEST OF MATERIALS
IN ACCORDANCE WHASTM A37095
TEST DE TEST2
SPEAMEN IDENTIFICATION IP T2A
COUPON NUMBER T2A
DATE 4799
GAGE LENGTH IN 8011
TOTAL LENGTH IN 80
LENGTH BETWEEN SHOULDERS IN 100
THICKNESS IN 078
WIDTH IN 501
TEST SETUP TEST DATA
PROCEDURE TENSILE TEST OFFSET YIELD 68000 PSI
RANGE RATE 50000 PSIMM OFFSET YIELD 69500 PSI
END LEVEL 55000 PSI IMN YIELD 69500 PSI
RANGE RATE 10000 PMMM
END LEVEL 02 ININ ULIMATE STRENGTH 78200 PSI
RANGE RATE 25000 PSILMIN MODULUS OF ELASTIATY 326 KSI
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TENSION TEST OF MATERIALS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM A37095
TEST DE TEST
SPEAMEN IDENTIFICATION IP T2B
COUPON NUMBER T2B
DATE 4799
GAGE LENGTH IN 8001
TOTAL LENGTH IN 80
LENGTH BET SHOULDERS IN 100
THICKNESS IN 0077
WIDTH IN 1502
TEST SETUP TEST DATA
PROCEDURE TENSILE TEST OFFSETYIELD 67900 PSI
RANGE RATE 50000 PSIMM OFFSET YIELD 69600 PSI
END LEVEL 55000 PSI INFIN YIELD 68400 PSI
RANGE RATE 10000 PSIMM
END LEVEL 02 INIIN ULIMATE STRENGTH 78700 PSI
RANGE RATE 25000 PSIMM MODULUS OF ELASTIATY 402 KSI
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RESULTS FROM STIFFNESS MODEL
TEST ZSS
DECK TYPE STANDING SEAM
SPANS 230TO LAP LENGTH
EXTENSON INTO TEST BAY
PUTLIN DE 1P5
LOAD APPLIED TO MODEL 100 PLF
TEST BAY SECTION PROPERTIES TEST BAY
MAX MOMENT 6043 KFT
IX 127 IN MOMENTATENDOFLAP 9282 KFT
AG 118 IN SHEARATENDOFLAP 1751
LY 213 IN MOMENT AT SUPPORT 12028 KFT
SHEAR AT SUPPORT 1901
MAX DEFIECTION 1886 IN
INFLECTION POINT LOCATED AT 2198 FT FINN EXTEFIOR SUPPORT
END BAY SECTION PROPERTIES MAX MOMENT LOCATED AT 110 FT FROM EXTEFIOR SUPPORT
MAX DEFLECTION LOCATED AT 12525 FT FROM EXTENOR SUPPORT







LAP SECTION PROPERTIES MA KTMB 4112 KFT
IX 254 IN MC 6567 K4T
236 IN
LY 426 IN CB 1782
148
TEST ID TEST2ZSS MICHAEL BYART
3T1
TESTSPNL 300 FT 1275 IN
SCAN ID TIME LOAD NEAR PLUM FAR PUILIN THEOMTICAL MANOMETER
DEFLEDION DC DEFIEDICI 7DC DEFLEDION
PIF IN IN IN INH2O
4042256 PM 0000 00404 PM 42315 09 09 0877 21
4171275 PM 61256 IA 125 1269 30
42T5075PM 72540 21 16 1503 36
4223475 PM 82615 315 205 1712 41
4231675 PM 90675 395 315 1879 45424 PM 96735 54 405 2046 49
4262875 PM 100750 2088 50
SCAN ID LOAD MANOMETER MAXMON MAX MOM PT S3 PT PT PT5
NEAR FAR
PIF IN IQO IN IN IN IN IN IN
0000 00 0000 0000 0000 0000
42315 21 0001 0003 0007 0026 0024 0025
61256 30 0028 0015 0037 0036 0069 0031
72540 36 0209 0185 0129 0049 0145 0039
82615 41 1021 0397 0292 0082 0242 0059
90675 45 1379 047 0397 0047 0319 0064
98735 49 1901 0245 0505 0049 0387 0071
100750 50
PROPERTIES WD DOCKWOI DEPTH THCKNEES TAP WIDTH BDTTOM WIDTHIUR IPIF UN JMN UN UN
1P7 4001 501 0078 2496
KEA SET
UN JPIF KIF UN
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INFLECTION POINT INVESTIGATION TEST SUMMARY




PANEL TYPE STANDING SEAM 0435
SPAN 2300
PURTIN SPACING OC WITH DECK OVERHANG
LATERAL BRACING NONE
ANTIROLL CLIPS AT THE SUPPORTS OF BOTH PURTIN LINES
WEB STIFLENERS NONE
PURLIN ORIENTATION TOP FLANGES OPPOSED
INSULATION NONE
FAILURE MODE
COMBINED SHEAR PLUS BENDING AT FACE OF LAP
EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOAD
PRESSURE 800 IN OF WATER
APPLIED UNE LOADING 1612 PLF
WEIGHT OF DECK 400 PLF
WEIGHT OF PURLIN 402 PLF
TOTAL APPLIED LOAD 16922 PLF
MAXIMUM MOMENT 12265 KIP IN
NEG MOMENT AT LAP 18849 KIP IN
SHEARATLAP 29631 KIPS
PREDICTED FAILURE LOAD 696 KSI
INHLECTION POINT AS BRACEPOINT
COMBINED SHEAR BENDING
NEG MOMENT AT LAP 1790 KIP IN
SHEAR AT LAP 290 KIPS
PREDICTED LINE LOAD 15322 PLF
INFLECTION POINT NOT AS BRACEPOINT
COMBINED SHEAR BENDING
NEG MOMENT AT LAP 16210 KIP IN
SHEAR AT LAP 253 KIPS
PREDICTED LINE LOAD 13952 PLF
EXPERIMENTALLPREDICTED
FAILUREPREDICTED 1692215322 1104 IP BRACED
FAILUREPREDICTED 16922113952 1213 LP NOT BRACED
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RILESI ZFLS PIIRJJN LOCATIONS
II IPI
FAR PURLIN LINE
TEST PAY NEAR PURLIN LINE
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RESULTS FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
TEST ZTF 85 IN ZTF SPAN IP
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 118 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 10835IN 10704IN LX 1261 IN
LIP ANGLE 500 500 LY 198 IN
RADII IXY 362 IN
UPTO FLANGE 02813 IN 02813 IN FIEXU
FLANGETO WEB 02188IN 02188IN LE I1164IN131FLANGE WIDTH 2525 IN 2420 IN SE
PURLIN DEPTH 85 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 696 KSI
MODULUS OF EIASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST ZTF 85 IN ZTF SPAN IP 10
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY TEST BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 119 IN
OVERALL UPDIMENSION 11098IN 1LL3IN LX 1275IN
UP ANGLE 500 490 LY 208 IN
RADII
IXY 374 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 02813 IN 02813 IN FLEXU
FLANGE TO WEB 02188 IN 02188 IN LE IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2511 IN 2485 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 85 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN OTHER PROPERTIES FOR IP 10
YIELD STRESS 696 KSI RX 32729 IN






TEST3ZTF 85 IN ZTF SPAN IP 11
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 1L8IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 10587 IN 11369 IN LX 1265 IN
LIP ANGLE 490 LY 201 IN
RADII IXY 365 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 02813 IN 03813 IN FLEXU
FLANGETO WEB 02188IN 02188IN LE I1168IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2489 IN 2450 IN SE IN
PURLIN DEPTH 85 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 696 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
TEST ZTF 85 IN ZTF SPAN IP 12
PURLIN GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES BAY END BAY PURLIN PROPERTIES
TOP BOTTOM AG 119 IN
OVERALL UP DIMENSION 109 IN 112 IN IX 1279 IN
LIPANGLE 500 500 LY 211 IN
RADII IXY 377 IN
LIP TO FLANGE 02813 IN 02813 IN FLEXU
FLANGETO WEB 02188IN 02188IN LE L1182IN
FLANGE WIDTH 2540 IN 2501 IN SE IN
PUILIN DEPTH 85 IN
PURLIN THICKNESS 0078 IN
YIELD STRESS 696 KSI
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 29500 KSI
PREDICTED THROUGH FASTENED CAPACITY ASD FROM COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
91SLBSIT XL67 1528 LBSFT
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ASSUMED BEHAVIOR FOR TEST ZTF
TENSION TEST OF MATERIALS
IN WITTI ASTM A37095
TEST DESIGNATION TEST2
SPECIMEN IDENTIFICATION IP T2B
COUPON NUMBER T2B
DATE 47199
GAGE LENGTH IN 8001
TOTAL LENGTH IN 80
LENGTH BETWEEN SHOULDEIS IN 100
THICKNESS IN 0077
WIDTH IN 1502
TEST SETUP TEST DATA
PROCEDURE TENSILE TEST OFFSET YIELD 67900 PS
RANGE RATE 50000 PSIMM OFFSET YIELD 69600 PSI
END LEVEL 55000 ININ YIELD 68400 PSI
RANGE RATE 10000 PSIMM
END LEVEL 02 ININ ULIMATE STRENGTH 78700
RANGE RATE 25000 PSIMM MODULUS OF ELASTICIW 402 KS
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RESULTS FROM STIFFNESS MODEL
TEST ZTF
DECK TYPE THROUGH FA
SPANS 2030TO LAP LENGTH
EXTANGON INTO TEST BAY 14
PUILIN DE 1P5
LOAD APPDIED TO MODEI 100 PLF
TEST BAY SECTION PROPERTIES TEST BAY
MAX MOMENT 6043 KFT
IX 127 IN MOMENTATENDOFLAP 9232 KFT
118 IN SHEARATENDOFLAP 1751
LY 213 IN MOMENTATSUPPORT 12028 KFT
SHEERATSUPPORT 1901
MAX DEFLECTION 1886 IN
INFLECTION POINT LOCATED AT 2198 FT FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORTEND BAY SECTION PROPERTIES MAX MOMENT LOCATED AT 110 FT FROM EXTERIOR SUPPORT








LAP SECTION PROPERTIES MA 1922 KFTMB 4112 KFT
IX 254 IN MC 6567 KFT
AG ZSE IN
LY 426 IN CB 1782
158
TE PTI3ZTF MICHAEL BLYWIT
31MB
TE SPAN 300 FT 1275 IFL
SCAN ID LOAD NEAR PWLWI PWLIN THEARE MOMETER
DEFLECTION SDC DEFLECTION 7DC DEFLECTION
IN IN IN IN
0000 0000 00
41106 08 08 0844 20
63271 12 1299 31
72540 14 145 1489 38
81406 18 185 1871 40
91481 18 185 1878 45
99944 195 205 2052 50
106795 21 215 2193 53
114885 236 2A 2368 57
10 121706 25 255 2499 60
11 131378 275 28 2897 65
12 139841 305 2871 69
13 146289 34 32 3003 73
14 154349 386 355 3189 77
15 161200 3309 80
SCWIID LOAD MINONE MCB MACMAIN PT PT4 PTIS PRIG
NEAR FAR
IN II2O IN IN IN IN IN IN
0000 00 0000 0000 0000 0000
41106 20 0005 0038 0004 0004
63271 31 0008 0049 0007 0033 0006 0031
72540 38 001 0054 0009 0035 0008 0033
81406 40 0013 0061 0012 0036 0009 0036
91481 45 0017 0068 0014 0040 0010 0041
99944 50 0077 0015 0047 0010 0049
106795 53 OM 0087 0016 0054 0010 0059
114855 57 0037 01 0015 0064 0009 0069
10 121706 60 0049 0113 0013 0075 0006 0081
11 131378 65 0063 0136 0002 0094 0012 0103
12 139841 69 0088 0154 0021 0110 0034 0121
13 146289 73 0127 0182 0074 0133 0101 0146
14 154349 77 019 0219 0148 0157 0174 0171
15 161200 80
LATI DECKWEIGHT DE0H FR THI TOP AADUI IB FLASUEWLDDI
LKIIB IN IN IN IN
IPO 400 850 0078 2496 493
AREA JF
IN IN
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